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EilJEODUCflOK 
Organolithiua compounds JbaT© become important tools in 
synthetic chemistry only in the past deoad© and althou^  
mu€h is now known about these interesting and useful eoei-. 
pounds, further studies are necessary before our knowledge 
of them and their reactions is adequate. 
In a general way the organolithiua compounds undergo 
ssTeral different types of reaction, fhese aiay be aore or 
less arbitrarily divided into several types. ?irst, they 
add to many multiple bonds in cyclic and open-chained aiole-
cules. Second, they give hydrogen-metal interconversion or 
metalation with vmny cosjpounda, l^ird, they react with 
various organic halides to give halogen-metal intercoaveraicn . 
Fourth, they react with aany other oreanojaetallic compounds 
by a^ tal-aetal interconversion. Fifth, some aoleeules are 
cleaved by organolithiua coigj)ound8 in reactione other than 
the interconversions mentioned. Sixth, they give coupling 
products with aany substances. Seventh, some inorganic 
metal salts react with thea. Finally, various other reactions, 
of lesser iis^ ortance, take place* 
Such a variety of reactions demonstrates not only the 
utility of the organolithium compouii^ s but, also, the coio-
plexity of a systematic study of th«a. As is shown in the 
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Historieal part, some of thes© reactions haT® been rather 
thoroughly investigated whereas others hare reoeired only 
scant attention. With this in mind, the present study was 
iasade in order to extend the knowledge of these lesser known 
reaotions » 
fhe following probleias have been investigated s 
1. Improvement of laethods for preparing and utiliz­
ing various types of orgonolithiua compounds, as well as the 
preparation and uses of hitherto unknov/n types such as that 
in ¥«hich the lithium atom is attached to a tertiary carbon 
atOM* 
B* Determination of the important factors affect­
ing halogen-metal and iMtal-aetal interconversions involving 
organolithium compounds. 
3. Comparison of the relative reactivities of the 
organolithium compounds used most extensively in scsae of the 
above-mentioned types of reaction. 
These problems, overlapping to soiae degree as they must, 
are important in that possible correlations of relative reac­
tivities in the various reaotions will make possible the 
selection of optimtia conditions and best reactants for certain 
syntheses with a lainimua of trial and error studies, and may 
allow preferential reactions to be carried out with polyfune-
tional coi^ ounds. 
fhe Historical part covers the literature up to JTaniiary, 
1941. 
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HISTOEICAI. 
A ©lironologioal history of th« orgaaolithiyoa coapouads 
is not desirable sine® suoh a treatment, embracing all the 
types of reaction shown by these oompouads, lead to 
eoafusion and needless repetition, A more desirable method, 
on© whioli lends itself to a elear presentation more readily, 
is to separate the Tarious types of reaction into several 
groups and discuss each as a unit. Suoh is the method used 
her©, the reactions being separated as in the Introduction, 
Before that phase of the subject is discussed, howerer, a 
suaaary of the reactions between lithiua aetal and various 
hydrocarbons aust be made in order to correlate an otherwise 
scattered mss of facts concerning an important class of 
organolithium compounds. 
Beaction of Lithiua with Hydrocarbons 
W, Schlenk and S. Bergsiann have worked aost intensively 
on the addition of alkali metals to multiple carbon bonds. 
The variety and complexity of their studies are appreciated 
only after a careful survey of their work. Although later 
investigations have shown that a few of their results are 
in error, on the whole they have done splendid work. This 
is further appreciated when it is realized that, because of 
"Tstry nature of the substancss with which they dealt, th® 
produots they Isolated war© in soa® degree determined by the 
eonditions of reaction and methods of eharaeterization* 
ISl general, the addition of lithi\«a to oarbon-earbon 
double and triple bonds is rather slow and often leads to a 
Tariety of produets from a single reactant. Such changes as 
rearrangement, with or without oyelization, and polyaeriza-
tion often lead to a complex mixture of substances. 
Mditlon to opea-chained moleoules, 
l&jlecules containing a single ethylenic linkage conju­
gated with arcxaatic double bonds add lithium aetal slowly in 
ether solution. 2,3-Diphenyi-2-butene {sym, diphenyldisethyl-
ethyleae) and sym. diphenyldibipheaylethylene, when shaken 
with lithium in ether for three days, add two atoms of the 
metal CD* Hydrolysis of these addition compounds with 
ethanol yields the corresponding ethanes. Carbon dioxide 
converts the a^ tal coapounds into the corresponding substi­
tuted succinic acids. Shaking the addititm coia|>ounds with 
mercury regenerates the starting materials by reaoving the 
lithima atoffls, TbM&Q reactions are illustrated below for 
am. diphenyldimethylethylene• fhe substituted succinic 
acid produced by the carbonation of the lithiua addition 
CfMpound of sya. diphenyldimethylethylene is different fros 
1. Schlenk and Bergpann, Ann.. 46g. 98 (19B8). 
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tiae oorrespoMiag ciMpotmd formed from tfae sodium addition 
eoapouad. fhese acids are believed to be stereoiscxaers. 
sym. Dipheaylethyleae Cstilbeae) and sya. di-jgnaethoxypheayl-
etkyleae add lithium uader similar eoaditioas, aad the addi-
tioa products react ia the above aaaaer with ethaaol, eax%oa 
dicc£ide» aad mercury, uasm. Bipheaylethyleae (isostilbeae) 
also adds lithim uader the same coaditioas but treatiaaat with 
aereury produees stilbeae, aad carbon dioxide forms the saae 
aeid as that produeed trcm the stilbeae addition oo^ pouad (1). 
e^ £«aethQxy derlTatire also uadergoes rearraageaeat to the 
syiraetrical form. ®iis shift iato the aymmtTie&X form is 
appareatly facilitated by the additioa of the atetal atcaaffl to 
the double bond. Tetrapheaylethyleae does aot add lithiua ia 
ether readily. If a saall quantity of sodium is added> how­
ever, the addition takes place smoothly (2). 
Another type of rearrangeaent also occurs in these addi-
tioas, 1,1,2-Tripheayl-l-propeae (1,1^ S-tripheayl-g-methyl-
ethylene) adds two atoi® of lithium ia the normal aaaaer but 
the related compound, 1,1-dipheayl-S-aethyl-l-propene {1,1-
2. Wittig aad Oberaana, Ber,, 67. 2053 {1934). 
9% (jJHg 
/ItOH7^  C6%f 
H H 
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Sipli©nyl-2,2-diH^ tiiyl0thylen0) apparently adds only on® atom 
{3)« Treatment of the addition product of the foi^ er with 
sthanol produces 1,1,2-triphenylpropane. The addition coa-
po\md of the latter reaots with phenyl isothiocyanate to form. 
the thioanilide of 8,2-diphenyl-3-m0thyl-3-butenoic acid. 
The two reacting fonas are apparently as shown: 
Several possible explanations of the latter reaction ©an be 
laade. One is the addition of two atoms of lithium followed 
by the eliiaination of lithium hydride. I&is possibility 
finds some support in the fact that ethyllithiim splits out 
lithium hydride at hi^ er teaperatures (4). Another possi­
bility is the aetalation of one of the awthyl groups by the 
lithim metal followed by allylie rearrangement either before 
or upon reaction with phenyl isothiocyanate. 
'Siis possibility is supported by similar rearrangement reac­
tions of other organolithiua compounds of this type., such as 
3. Schlenk and Ber^ ann, Ann.. 463, 1 (1928). 
4. ®iomson and Stevens, Chem. Soc.. 556 (1933). 
(O^ )gO - 0(CH3)(06H5) • (OgHgjgO CiOHajOgHs 
Id it 
» (ae^ )29 gtoHj) 
Li OHg 
(OgHgJgO " CiCHgjg 
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beazyliithium {§)• Unfortunately, sufficient data are not 
available to decide whether one of these or soae other mecha­
nism represents the true course of the reaction• 
1,1, S-Triphenyl-l-propene (1, l-diphenyl-S-benzj'lethylene) 
also giTea other than the expected 1,2-addition to the ethyl-
©nlc linkage (6). In this ease a mixture of products is 
obtained ¥#hen oharacteriasation is attempted with rarious reae-
tants. The products are somewhat analogous to those obtained 
from Ijl-diphenyl-E-iiethyl-l-propene, The addition compound 
reacts with benzyl chloride and, after hydrolysis, 1,2,2,4-
tetraphenylbutane and l,l,3,4-tetraph9nyl-l-butene are found 
as the reaction products. With carbon dioxide the addition 
ooffipound yields two acids, 2,4,4-triphenyl-3-butenoio acid 
and 2,g,4-triphenylbutanoie acid. Phenyl isothiocyanate and 
the addition compounds form the thioanilides of these two acids, 
fhe reaeablanc© to the above l,l-diphenyl-g-!2ethyl-l-propene 
is now clear and the possible reaction mechanisms suggested, 
for that compound's reactions would apply equally well in this 
case, ©iis mechanism, to form an equilibrium airfeure of A 
and B, or a direct metalation to produce B, which then par­
tially shifts to A (as Indicated by end products obtained) 
would explain part of the reactions. It is seen that A and 
B are ailylic forms. The obvious weakness in this conjecture 
is the fact that no adequate explanation of the formation of 
5, Oilman and Breuer, £. Chea. Soc., 1187 (1934). 
6. Sehlenk, Bergaann and Blum-Bergaiann, Ann.. 4?9. 78 (1930). 
13 
%h& two satiirated derivatives is possible. 
H 
(OgHgjjG-OCHgOgHs 
H H 
Z:i.ig7 
V 
a H 
(ag^ jgO-^ CG^ ) -
u 
i n )  (A) 
Otiier aeehaalsas feave been proposed wiiicb explain tlie reae-
tioas in a moh more logieal sjiaxmer, including tiie formation 
of tJbie saturated derivatives. The first of tbese involves 
tbe formatioE of a free radioal by addition of on© atom of 
i^ tal to tlie double bond. TMs radioal then dlsproportionates 
into two orgaac^ tallic ooapounds, one, saturated, tbe other, 
unsaturated, fhis reaction sequence follows: 
e^se two forms would aocoubt for both the saturated and 
tmsaturated ecmpounds foris^ , {Note that the imsaturated 
eoapound uMer^ es allylic rearrangement). Another aeeha-
nism, proposed by 2iegler {7) which does not involve a free 
7, aiegler, Oolonius and Schlfer, Ann.. 473. 36 (1929). 
ZCOjHjsl^ C-OH-OHgOgBs-M-^  OgHs 
Li '• 
(Ce%)gC«CH-CHtG6%) 
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rMical, is probably tlie most logical of all the postulatioas* 
%is usehaaism asaimes the formation of the normal l^ S-aMition 
produot i^ ioh then reacts with unchanged starting material to 
gire the sai^  two organolithium compounds which were formed 
by the disproportionation of the above free radical. Althou^  
facts are known both in favor of and against each of these 
aechanisa®, no definite conclusions can yet be drawn as to 
which is the true mechanism or whether one or a coabination 
of several such processes is involved. 
2iegler and his coworkers have sho«n that lithiua adds 
to 1,5-butadiene in ether solution but that only a tarry 
resin is produced on hydrolysis (8), 1,3-Pentadiene {piperyl-
©ne) and E,3-di^ thyl-l,3~butadiene, however, form recogniz­
able products (©)• Ihe former yields, along with other 
products, aaylene and dihydrodipiperylene. The latter com­
pound foras analogous products. Other substituted butadienes 
also give similar ooapounds. For example, trans. tran8-1.4-
dlphenyl-l,3-butadiene adds lithium in ether solution (1}« 
1!lie action of ethanol on this addition compound form 1,4-
diphenyl-2-butene. Oarbon dioxide produces the corresponding 
1,4-dlearboxylic acid. Treatment with dry air or laarcury 
regenerates the starting material. 
Although 1,2-addition was the rule with the substituted 
ethylenes {see above) even thou^  the ethylenic linkage was 
8. 2liegler, Jakob, Wollthan and tfenz, ibid.. 511. 64 (1934). 
- 15 
with tha multiple bonds of aroiaatio rings, the 
longer chained unsaturated moleeules do not yield products 
corresponding to 1,2-addition. The results with the aboTe 
dienes and with other long-chained unsaturated ccMpounds 
indicate that addition takes place at the ends of the open 
chain* "She addition of lithium to such compounds as 1,1,4,4-
tetraphenyl-ljS-butadiene (1), l,S,4-triphenyl-l,3-butadiene 
(9), l,6-diph0ayl-l,3,5-h©2atriene {10), 1,1,6,6-tetraphenyl-
I,3,5-h8acatrien0 (11), and l,8-diphenyl-l,3,5,7-octatetra0ne 
(10) yields hydrolytic and carbonation products which seem 
to substantiate this addition to the ends of the open chain. 
It is apparent, howeTsr, that 1,2-addition followred by 
allylic rearrangement would also account for the formation 
of the products isolated, 
t,10-Biben2al-t,lO-.dihydroanthracane yields 9,10-
dibenzyl-9,10-dihydroanthraoene when it is treated with 
lithitm in ©ther solution and the addition product is hy-
drolyzed (12), 9-?ropenylphenanthrene, under similar con­
ditions, is diaerized, l,4-di(9-phenanthryl)-2,3-diaethyl-
butane being obtained on hydrolysis of the reaction mixture 
(9), 
9. Bergman and Bergmann, £. Cheia« Soc., 62, 1699 (1940). 
10. Kuhn and Winterstein, HelT. Chim. Acta,. 12. 493 (1929). 
II, Wit tig and Klein, Ber.7^ . (Ifse). 
12, Bergaann and Fujise, Ann,. 480. 188 (1930). 
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Addition and Cyolization. 
Another type of addition of lithium to oarbon-oarbon 
double and triple bonds results in partial or ooii{>lete 
oyclization. In mny oases the products appear to be formed 
in rather ©oaplex reactions while in others quite simple 
reactions would account for the ©oa^ ounds obtained, 
% 
simplest eases of cyclization are those involving 
compotinds with a single ethylenic linkage. Thus, lyl,3-> 
tripheayl-l-propene Cl,l-diphenyl-S-benzyl©thylene) when 
shaken with lithiua in ether adds the metal and treatment 
of the addition product with benzohydryl bromide, followed 
by hydrolysis, gives a mixture of products which includes 
tetraphenylethane and 1,3-diphanylhydrlBdene {6). 
related 1, l-diphenyl-2-aethyl-l-propene {1, l-diphtaayl-S, 2-
dlaethylethylene) after shaking with lithium in ether for 
four weeks was treated with benzyl chloride and then hydro-
lyzed* The products isolated were unchanged starting mate­
rial, l,l-diphenyl-2,2-dimethylethane and a hydrocarbon, 
Og^ gg, which was assigned two possible structures {13), 
namely; l-phenyl-S-methyl-S-benzylhydrindene or 1-phenyl-
g-{(?-phenylethyl)hydrindene. No conclusive evidence of 
structure was obtained, 1,1,3,3-Tetraphenyl-l-propeae after 
eifi^ t days in contact with lithium in ether yields, subsequent 
13. Sehlenk and Bergaann, Ann,. 479, S8 {1930J, 
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to hydrolysis, l,£,3-triph0nyliiydrindene (3), S-iillylphenan-
thrsna, in a siiailar manner, yields 9,lO»eyclopeBteziopii0nafl-
tteeae {9)* This beharior is in contrast to that of 9-pro-
penylphenanthrens (see page 15) which gives no oyclizatios 
mder the sasa© conditions. The two oompoiinds differ only 
in th0 position of the ethylenio linkage in the side chain. 
Treataant of the lithiiia addition oompoand of S-allylphenaa-^  
threaa with benzaldehyde does not yield a oyelic product but 
formSf instead, l-phenyl-S-Cg-phenanthrylKS-buten-l-ol. The 
stnieture assigned to the lithium ooapound is based on the 
reaction with banzaldehyd©, and on the fact that hydrolysis 
yields the original compotmd and not the reduced product 
usually obtained by hydrolyzing metal addition products. A 
siailar cyclizatlon occurs when 2,2,4,4-"tetraphenyl-3-butena 
is shaken with lithiusa in ether for six days and the reaction 
mixture Is then hydrolyzed (14)* The products obtained are 
1-methyl-l 3-triphenylhydrindene, m©thyIdiphanylia©thane 
and isostilben®. Carbonation produces a 1,2- or 1,3- acid 
of the above hydrindene and also some 1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-
2-butsne-l,4-dioarbo3cylie acid which evidently results froa 
14. B©r®aann and vfeiss, Ann.. 480. 59 (1930). 
C^ HgOBO 
H 1' 
OgHgO-O-a-CHg 
HO H H 
Ll-O-C-OHg 
H H 
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the diiasrizing action of lithium on the ieostilbsne formed 
in the reactioo, 
the reactions of compounds containing i^ re than one 
ethjlenic linkage with lithium also produce cyclic products 
in jiany cases# For example l,l,3,3-tetraphenylpropadi9a© 
adds lithim in ether solution and, following hydrolysis, 
l«l36nzohydryl-S-ph8nyl-3,4-bonzcyGlobutane is found as the 
reaction product (15). The mechaniasi of this reaction is 
not clear. In like manner l,S,3,4-tetraphenyl-l,3-butadiene 
adds lithium in ether to form a dark red-brown solution (16), 
Hydrolysis of this solution yields l-b©nzyl-g,3-4iph@ayl-
hydrindane along with soaie dibenzylstilbene. The action 
of aetallic laeroury on the metal compound forms l-benzal-
2,3-diphenylhydrindene. The tendency seeas toward the 
formation of four-, fire- and six-iaembered rings with the 
fiYe-membared ring predoiainating, as laight have been pre­
dicted from a general knowledge of ring closure. An example 
of the forsation of a six-membered cycle is the case of 
l,l,a,8-tetrapfaenyl-l,7-octadiene. Bergmann (1?) treated 
15. Schlenk and Bergmann, ibid«. 463. 228 (1928). 
16. Ber@aann, Winter and Schreiber, ibid.. §00. 12g (1933). 
17. Bergmann, Ber., 63, 2593 (1930). 
C 
II 
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this coapoimd with lithiura in ether for four v/eeks and then, 
after hydrolysis, was able to isolate substantial quanti­
ties of l,E-dib©nzohydryloycloh0xane, VJittig later showed 
(10) that in dioxane for three fiays, follov/efi by hydrolysis, 
the products formed were sixty per cent of the eyelohexane 
derivativ© and thirty per cent of 1,1,8,8-tetraphenyioctane, 
This latter product indicates that metal addition to ths 
double bonds precedes oyclization, 
Molecules containing one or more acetylanic linkages 
have not been investigated to any great extent as regards 
their reactions with lithiua metal. Diphenylaoetylene or 
tolan, as it is coiaaionly called, reacts with lithiina in 
ether solution. Hydrolysis is accomplished with alcohol and 
a mixture of product© is obtained* (These products include 
2,3,4-'triph®nylnaphthalene (3), I,£,3,4«dib9n2-9~ph©nyl-
9,lO-dihydroanthrae0ne {19) and l-benzal-2,3-diphenyl-
hydrindene (SO). Carbonation of the metallic addition 
compound produces l-oarboxy-2,3,4-triphenylaaphthalene (3). 
l,4-Diph9Xiyi-i,3-butadiyn9, CgI^ CSC-C»GC^ Hg, does not add 
lithiua under corresponding conditions (3). 
Mdition to aromatic rings. 
A further type of addition shown by lithiua is that 
18. Wittig and WaltnitEki, ibid.. 67, 667 {1934). 
19. Ber^ ana and 'Jmecker, Ann.. 4Sf7 155 (1931). 
20. Bergaann and Schreiber. "ibid., 500. 118 (1933). 
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iaTolTlng the double boads of aromatic ringa and of rings 
attaobad to aroaatic cycles. Suoh compounds as substituted 
anthracenes, indenes, phenanthrenes, naphthalenes and even 
biphenyl show this ability to add lithium metal. 
Anthracene itself, adds lithium metal slowly, for nine 
days in ether solution are necessary. Addition takes place 
at the 9- and 10- positions (3). The action of carbon 
dioxide gas on the addition product gives some 9,iO-dihydro-
9|,lO,lG«.triearboxyanthraO0ne (21} • A superficial inspection 
mi^ t lead to the conclusion that three atom of lithium 
added, fhis is probably not true, especially in view of 
soa© recent work which has been done on the carbonation of 
organoalkali compounds {22). "Jhis study shows that the 
aaaner of carbonation plays a large part in deterainiag the 
products of carbonation. h^us the organosodiua compound 
or coapounds formed from n-aayl chloride and sodium give 
largely caproic acid with very little s;»butylaalonio acid 
when carbonation is effected by solid carbon dioxide, A 
mixture of caproic acid with relatively large aaounts of 
n-butyimalonic acid is fomed when slow, gaseous carbonation 
is used to characterize the orgajaometallic compound, These 
results iadieate that the isolation of a compound with two 
carbozyl groups on a single carbon atom does not prove that 
21. BluEst-Ber^ iana, ibid.. 484. 26 (1930), 
22* Oilman and Pacevitz, £. Chem. Soc.. 62. 1301 (1940). 
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the preoursory Gompound had two aetal atoms on this saia© 
oarljoii» 
f ,10-Diph«iiylaiithraoene, whan treated with lithim for 
two days in ether solution, adds two atoms of the ii»tal, 
Caj^ onation of this addition product yields two 9,10-diphenyl-
tjlO-^ dicarhoxyanthraoenes which are stereoisomers (1). la 
a similar aianner 9,10-dihenzylanthracene gives the corres­
ponding 9,10-4iaoid (12). Btore highly substituted anthra­
cenes like 1,2-dihenaanthraoene (23), l,2,3,4,5,6-triben2-
asthraoene, oholaathrene (24), and 3-methylcholanthrene (25) 
add lithium in ether solution. Hydrolysis of these addition 
compounds yields dihydro derivatires while oarbonation in­
troduces carboxylio acid groups. In 8<me cases the exact 
positions entered are not knovm with certainty. 
3-Phenylindene is reported to undergo diraerization when 
treated with lithium (21) but later workers have not been 
able to verify the reaction (26). 1,1,3-Triphenylindene, 
however, adds lithitjua and hydrolysis yields a dihydro compound 
which has not been positively identified (1). Benzalindene 
also adds lithium (27). When l-biphenylene-3-phenylindene 
23. W, E. Baehmann, J. Org. Chem.. 1, 347 (1936). 
24. W. S. Baohmann, ibid.. 3, 434 (1938). 
25. Baehffiann and Pence, J. Am. Chem. Soo.. 59. 2339 (1937). 
26. Marvel and Paoevltz,~iMd.,"1g7 2816 (1938). 
27. Ziegler and SchSfer, Ann.. 511. 101 (1934). 
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is sha3s:®ii with llthitiai in etli«r for thr®© days asd the 
resulting solution is then hydrolyzed, a fair yield of 
l,2,3,4-dlb8Ji2«9-phenylfluor©iie is ohtaineid {28) • 
Bienaathrene adds lithim and hydrolysis produces a 
dihydrophenanthrene. Schl&nk (3) thought this eo^ ouad was 
the l»4-^ ihydrophenajQthren9 because it could be further re­
duced by hydrogen with a catalyst* He assumed that the 
9,10*-dihydrophenanthrene could not be reduced in this laanner. 
Schroeter {89), howeTer, has shown that the reduction of 
pheaanthrene takes place in three steps. This fact invali­
dates Sohlenk*s assumption. Mams {30) later showed that 
Ilthim, like the other alkali xaetals, adds to the 9,10-
positions of phenanthrene. He used the dimethyl ether of 
ethylene glycol as solvent for the reaction because it has 
been shown that ethers of higher oxygen content than diethyl 
ether accelerate the addition of alkali metals to unsatxirated 
linkages {31). Maas also showed that some of Schlenk's 
results were due to the presence of fluorene as an impurity 
in the phenanthrene used. The corresponding reaction of 9-
phenylpheaanthrene with lithium in ether forms a violet-
colored solution, which is hydrolyzed to yield 9-phenyl-
9,lO-dihydrophenanthrene {32). 
28. Eoelsch and Hosenwald, £. Am. Chea. Soc.. 59, 2170 {1937), 
29. Schroeter, l^ ller and E^ ang, Ber,. 62, 645'Tl929), 
30. '^eaaes and Adaias, 3". Am, Ohem. i^ oo,. 59. 2608 {1937). 
31. H. D. Scott, U.S. fatent £^ A'» 22.$ 5^86 {1936J7* 
32. Ber^ Jiann and Bergjaann, £. Ohea. SoeT^  59. 1443 {1937). 
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HapfetlialeBe will add lithium in ether solutioa uad«r 
similar oonditiojas* Hydrolysis of the addition oompouad 
forms l,4-dihydroi3iaphthalea0 and carboaation produces 1,4-
dicarboxy-1,4-dihydronaphthal®a© CD* S, 3,4-Tripheayl-
aaphthalenei, one of the products foraed by the action of 
lithium on diphenylacetylen® (see page 19), also reacts 
with lithium (19). Hydrolysis, after shaking with lithium 
in ether for eight days, permits the isolatioa of 1,2,3,4-
dibeiiz-9-phexiyl-9,10-dihydroaiithraeene. i^s change in­
volves ortho positions of two adjacent phenyl groups aM 
j^ sultiag boM shifts, althou^  in just what way this ohaage 
takes place is not clear. 
Bipheayl adds lithium very slowly. Hydrolysis of the 
reaction mixture after two weeks yields l,4-dihydrobiph0nyl 
aad earboaatioa yields the 1,4-dicarboxylie aeid (3). 
(K) 
Li IT 
(H) 
Lyeopia in ether forms a. blue-greea solutioa with lithim 
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which is hydrolyzed to one or more dihydrolycopins {33}. 
Pyrea0 adds lithium in ether solution. The product of 
carbonation is not definitely known but is probably 4,9- or 
SjlO-dicarboxydihydropyreae (34). 
Other reactioas. 
An interesting case of clea-vage of a hydrocarbon is 
found in the reaction of l,l,3,S,3-pentaphenyl-l-propene 
Cl-triphenyi®ethyl-2,2»diphenylethylene) and lithim in 
ether. After several days, hydrolysis yields triphenyl-
aethon© and l,l,4,4-tetraph©nyl~g-but©ne. Carbonation of 
the reaction mixture produces triphenylacetic acid and 1,4-
diearboxy-l,l,4,4-tetraphenyl-2-butene (B8). These products 
indicate that the hydrocarbon is cleaved to give two parts 
a triphenylmethyl radical and a l,l-.diphenylethenyl radical, 
fhe former adds lithium to form triphenylaethyllithium 
while the latter dimerizes, either before or after adding 
lithiim, to form the substituted butene, 
A similar case is reported in which diiaerization occurs# 
i-'3roao-2,2-'diphenylethylene reacts with lithium in ather 
and hydrolysis of the resulting solution yields 1,1,4,4-
tetrapheayl-2-butene. The action of iodine produces 1,1,4,4-
33» lArrear and MrnhmMm., Hely> Chia. Aeta. 12. 2^ {1§£9U 
ana logr&choT, £• Ohom* Soc., 5016 (1^ )^* 
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t^ trapheiifl-ljS-butadiene {35). These results iadloate that 
dimerlzatioa or coupling preceded addition of lithim# 
Although of the ar^ atic oompouads add lithium 
heteroeyclie oompounds like furan and l^ aethylfuraa 
are sot affected by lithium {36}. 
Opts^ ounds 
Preparation by addition of lithiuia aetal, 
®ia preparation of organolithiua ooapounds by addition 
of lithium aetal to unsaturated molecules has been discussed 
aboTe. fhis }i^ tliod is move or less limited because the types 
of ]BM>1©cu1qs which will add lithium are rather few in number. 
Then, too, the cospounds are complex and of a low order of reac-
tiTity as will be shoim later. 
Preparation by ether cleavage. 
Another aethod of preparation, which is still more lim­
ited, is that of cleaTing ethers by lithium metal. Mthium 
is not a T©ry powerful reagent for cleaving ethers. A few 
ethers are slowly cleaved by it. Diphenyldi^ thoxyi^ thane, 
on shaking with lithium in ether for three weeks, foras a 
35. Slua, Ber,, §Z, 881 {1929). 
36. Gilaan and Breuer, £. Am. Chea. Soc.. 56. 112S {1934). 
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ifed-Tiolet colored solution. Hydrolysis yields diphenyl-
methyloarblnol and earbonation forms a small amount of di-
pbenylaetiyDxyaeetic acid aad diphenylhydroxyacetic acid* 
aiese products are the results of side reactions following 
cleaTage aad are thought to be formed as shown ia the follow­
ing sequence of reactions (3?)s 
(OgHg)g9(OOHg) 
(OgHg)gO(OCHg)g • U 
i-
Li OLi 
50. 
lo; 
(®6%)2?(00H3) 
or y^ sOLlJ 
Mow 
oom 
{CgEsigGCHg 
(M GOOH 
Sridently cleaTag© takes place on either side of the oxygen 
atom. 
In a similar aanner 9,9-dia©thoxyfluorene, 9-phenyl-9-
aethoxyfluorene and S-phenyl-S-benzyloxyfluorene undergo 
slow cleavage by lithium in ether (1). 
l^ eparation by aetal displacement# 
The simple alkyllithiuasi compounds were firs^ prepared 
by a reaction known as metal displaceiaent. Schorigin, in 
1010, had noted that diethylmercury and lithium in benzene 
gave some propionic acid on earbonation, but he did nothing 
37. Schlenk and Bergsiann, Ann.. 464. 35 (1928). 
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furtlier v/ith the reaction (38). Schlenk and Holtz (39) were 
the first to carry out thia reaction as a means of preparing 
the organolithium compounds, although the reaction had been 
used for many years to obtain the organosodium compounds. 
In fact Waaklyn had used it as early as 1858, reacting di-
©thylssinc with sodium (40). Schlenk and Holtz treated 
organomercury compounds with lithium in solvents like gaso­
line or benzene and obtained good yields of the organolithium 
compounds. They used Schlenk tubes (41)filled with nitrogen. 
The reaction is slow and thorough shaking is necessary to 
obtain good yields. Heating increases the rate of reaction. 
Siegler later showed that the reaction is reversible by 
shaking a solution of n-butyllithium in cyclohexane with a 
large excess of merctiry (42). After two days no organo-
lithiua compound remained and the odor of di-n-butylmercury 
was very pronounced. Later he showed that benzyllithiim 
is converted alaiost completely into dibenzylmercury by 
shaking it for fifteen hours with excess mercury (43). The 
general reaction is v?ritten as follows: 
•RgHg Li  ^ -I 2RLi + Li (amalgam) 
In praotio© a large excess of lithium is used sothe 
38. Sehorigin, Ber.. 43. 1938 (1910). 
39. Schlenk eaad Holtz, ibid.. 50, 268 (1917). 
40. Wanklyn, ilnn., 107,(iMs). 
41. Schlenk an^  Thai. Bar.. 46, 2843 (1913). 
42. Ziegler and Colonius, A^ ., 479. 135 (1930). 
43. Ziegler, Ber., 64, 445 ("l93l) 
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reaction goes ©ssentially to completion. Th© method Is 
a ooavenient on© in tJiat it requires little attention but 
is rather expensive and also somewhat dangerous because it 
inrolves the use of the highly poisonous mercury compounds. 
fh© method of Schlank and Holtz wag later improTed by 
Marvel {44) who simplified the preparation by using aolveat 
yapor as the inert ataosphere. Further extensions were nade 
by Hein who prepared the simple alkyllithiua ooapouads from 
organoziac, -cadiaiua, and -altiminum ooapounds by this method 
(45). The reaction seeias quite general, for example, bis 
E-{5-@thyloarbazyl)mercury, when treated with lithiua and 
then with carbon dioxide, yields fifty per cent of 2>-carboxy-
§-©thylcarbazol© {46). 
aiegler and Dersch have effected laetal displacement in 
Grignard reagents with lithium.. Beazylmagnesium chloride 
and lithium in ether solution form benzyllithium, lithium 
chloride and laagnasitaa (47). This preparation of benzyl-
lithium is iapractical, however, because a long time and 
dilute solutions are necessary for appreciable reaction to 
take place. Another recent extension of the ii^ thod is that 
in which tetraphenyllead or triphenylbiamuth are treated 
with lithiiaa in ether or xylene (48). The yields of phenyl-
44. Eager and liarvel, J. ilia. Chem. Soc.. 48, 2689 (1926). 
45. Hein, Petzehner, Wagler and Segita, Z. anorg. all^ t^ . 
Ghea.. 141. 161 (1924) . 1080^ l¥B)y. 
46. Gilman and Sirby, £• Org. cKeai,. 146 ^ 936T« 
47. Ziegler and Dersch, Ber.. 64. 448 tl9Sl). 
48. Talalaeva and Kocheshkov, J. Gen* Ohem. (U.S.S.E.), 8, 
1831 (1938) SI# 5^ 19 U93^ in" 
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llthitua ar® poor and of no practical value, Otber similar 
ecHRpoiinds, like tetrapiienyltin, tetraphsnylsilicoa, tri-
pJienylarsine aod diphenylmeroury are reported to yield ao 
pbeayllithimi uader these conditions, %ese results are 
of mo great Tala© exoapt they indicate that some conditions 
®ay be too drastic for this reaction, this is seen in the 
apparent failure of diphenylmercury to react, whereas the 
preparation of organolithiua compounds from mercurials under 
milder conditions has heen well established by the Work of 
Sohlenk and others as Just mentioned* 
Preparation by halogen replaceiaent. 
In general, the most satisfactory method of preparation 
of the simpler aliphatic and arosiatic organolithium compounds 
is the direct replacement of a halogen atom by lithium, fhe 
first indications that this reaction would take place were 
obtained by Spencer and his coworkers. As early as 1908 a 
preliminary note reporting the reaction of <-.bro®onaphthalene 
and lithiura was published {49)» The evidence was iMirect, 
being based on the products isolated after hydrolysisi. Among 
these was naphthalene in amotint corresponding to forty per 
cent of the oc-bromonaphthalene used, indicating that 
naphthyllithiua had been formed. The statement was also 
aade that they were unable to obtain any reaction in ether. 
49. Spencer and Wallace, £, Ghem. Soe«, 1827 (1908). 
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fsK) jears later the following general roaotione were postu-
latQd {50}J 
{I) RX • 2 Id » RIA ^ MX 
III) E IX 2 Li > B-R + 2 MX 
Tiie«e equations were teased on the products isolated from hy-
drolyzed reaetion mixtures of various organis halides and 
lithixm whiofa had been heated to reflux, without solvent, 
for periods of from three to twenty hours, lodobenzeae and 
lithium in ether were reported to form only biphenyl. Ziegler 
aM Colonius {4E) ware unable to duplicate these results, 
but were successful in preparing the simple organolithiua 
cosipounds in ether, benzene, cyclohexane and analo^ us sol­
vents by reaction (I) (above). 'Kiey used Schlenk tubes (41) 
in all their preparations. Oilman (51) later showed that 
Schlenfc tubes are unnecessary and that the conventional 
Grignai^ d apparatus can be employed, 
fhe first reaction, (I), is, in general, most satisfac­
tory with chlorides. The bromides or iodides are sometimes 
preferable as a matter of convenience. For example, methyl 
chloride gives a better yield of methyllithiua than does the 
bromide or iodide. In small runs especially, the iodide is 
so much aore convenient (because it is liquid at ordinary 
50. Spencer and Price, ibid.. 385 (1910). 
51. Oilman, Zoellner and Selby, J. Am. Ghem. Soc., 54, 1957 
(1932). 
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1»®ii^ #ratures) that it is uaually eiaplojed. Jlethyl iodide 
appears to be the eieaption in the aliphatic series for 
all the other iodides giire very poor or no yields of organo-
lithiua ooapoimds# lodobenzens gives a fair yield of phenyl-
lithium but brofflobeazens is better and more eoonoiaieal. The 
reaetion seeas qmite general in the aliphatic series for long-
ohaiaed coiapoundB like dodecyl- and tetradaeyllithiua have 
been prepared (52), Many less accessible organolithiiea coja-
pounds can be made by •using special precautions. Such com­
pounds as ^-atyryllithiua (53), 5-lithiotetralia i54), and 
4-lithio-S,7-dim9thylhydrindene (55) are obtainable frcsa 
the broaiides. Tripheaylmethyllithlua can be made frc^  the 
chloride and five-tenths per eent lithium aaalgam^ )^. 
Other halldes, like 3-iodofuran (57), 2-broaofluorene, tri-
fluoroehloromethane {58} and 3-broaoaeenaphthene (59), do 
not react with lithium under conditions tried thus far, 
g-Broao-3,4,6-triphanylpyridlne and lithiii® in ether react,, 
apparently to form 2-lithio-3,4!,6-triphenylpyrldine, for 
hydrolysis yields 2,4,5-triphenylpyridine (60), Strangely 
52. Hoyt and Mliaan, Proc. Iowa A*^ ad« Soi.. 45, 133 (1938). 
55. Wright, £. Chern.. 1. mTJT9ZtT7 
54. Cook and Lawrence. I, Chem. Soc.. 1431 (1936). 
55. Bruce, £. Am. ghea.'^ Soo.. 60. 2277 (1938). 
56. V. Grosse. aer,. 59. 2646 TX926). 
57. Oilman and ¥ri^ t, j. Am. Chea. Soc.. 55. 2893 (1933). 
58. Simons, Bond and Mclxthur. ibid*. 62. 3477 (1940). 
59. Miller and BachJaan , ibid .. 57. 766 (1935). 
60. Allen end Frame, ibid.. 62. 1301 (1940). 
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encmgfe, tiiis lithium compound did not react ??ith oarbon 
dloxida, aldehydes or ketones. 
In the fonaation of organolithiuia cosipounds from op­
timally active halides, racemization oocurs if th© halogen 
is on the asyaaetrio carbon atoa (61)• The unreaoted halido 
is not raceaized during the reaction. It the esysaaetrio 
center is not the point of reaction then raceaization does 
not take place (62). 
|6%3"& 6^%3"B 6^^ 13-& 
MmGGE ' > HC-OH, HC-OH« 
"3 I ether | 3 j 3 
0 0 0 
I I I 
GgH^ Br-^  CgE^ Li-£ CgH^ COOH-.^  
V-ygS * 8.4® 9.64® 
i.®SyD - 9.8® - 10.4E® 
Organolithium coisypounds, therefore, may be used to introduce 
optically active groups into molecules. (See page 8S for 
such a reaction)• 
1?he rates of foraatioa of organolithium compounds in 
ether are more rapid than those of the corresponding Grignard 
reagents* They follow, in general, the reactivities of the 
halogens and the aliphatic halides are more reactive than 
the corresponding aromatic compounds (63). 
61. Tarbell and Weiss, ibid.. 61, 1203 {1939). 
62. Austin, ibid.. 55, 2948 (1933). 
63. Gilmaa, loeXlner, Bicicey and Selby, ibid., 57, 1061 
(1935). 
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ThQ yields of orgaaolithiiEa compounds are dependent on 
s@T©rai factors such as solvent (42), rate of addition of 
halid© and fineness of th© metallic lithium (64, 65, 66}, 
fh@ aore finely divided lithiusi metal is generally better. 
Tarious ways of obtaining finely divided lithium have been 
devised (67). 
advantages of using low-boiling petroleum ether as 
a solvent for the preparation of the lower alkyllithiuia com­
pounds (except iiethyllithiiim) have only recently received 
the recognition they deserve (67). The rates of formation 
of alkyllithium compounds in this solvent approach those in 
ether and higher yields are obtained. The difficulty of 
secondary reactions like cleavage, present in diethyl ether, 
is obviated. Indirect suppleatentary analyses (68) are un­
necessary to determine the titer of solution, and the siia^ jle 
acid-titration analysis (69) is adequate. Bie by-product 
of the reaction, lithium halide, as well as other inorganic 
lithiim ooiapounds such as the oxide and nitride, are insoluble 
in petroleua ether and are removed by filtration (67). The 
production of such compounds as isopropyl- and jB-butyllithiua 
64. Gilman, Zoellner and Selby, ibid., 1252 (1933). 
65. Gllsan, Etoellner, Selby and Boatner, Rec. trav. ehla.. 
§4, 5B4 (1935). 
66* Iforton and Heehenbleikner, J. Am. Qhea. Soo.. 58, 169? 
(1936). - — 
67. Oilman, Lan^ am and SIfoore, ibid.. 62, 2327 (1940). 
68. Siegler, Crossaann, Kleiner and Schffer, Ann.. 475, 1 
(1929). 
69. Oilman, Wilkinson, Fishel and Meyers, 3'. Am* Chea. Soc., 
150 (1923). 
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is ittueli more satisfactory, Jfc-Butyllithiita has been synthe­
sized for the first time, using this solTent (see page 89), 
The low boiling poiat of the solTsnt facilitates its reaovaX 
aa4 replacemsnt by other solvents* 
Preparation by iaterconTereion. 
r^ee general types of intercomrersion raaotions are 
reeognized at prasant in organoaetallio chemistry. These 
ares hydrogen-metal interconrersion or metalation, halogen-
metal interoonversion and laetal-iaatal interconversion. All 
of these types of reaction may be used to prepare organo-
lithium coH^ JOuads. Since they are more or less supplementary 
to the faore direct laethods no discussion of thea will b© 
made at this point but will be deferred to allow a GompletB 
treatment of the three types to be madii in the next section 
(see pages to 76 incltisiv^  
Hxysieal properties* 
orgsnolithiua compounds hare not been extensiTely 
exaained in regard to their physical and physioo-cheaical 
properties. With few exceptions laost of the reported data 
of this nature hare been recorded incidentally to the study 
of soae chemical reactions. 
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The lower alkyllithiua compounds, so far as has been 
detsKained, are liquids \vith the exception of methyl- aM 
©thyllithiim which are fusible solids (39). Fusion does not 
deooaapose these compounds but prolonged heating in solvents 
at teaperatures above their melting points slowly breaks 
the® down. Thus, ethyllithiua, after heating in ligroin for 
several hours at 120®, gave, on hydrolysis, hydrogen gas 
corresponding to fifty per cent decomposition (4), 
® A * °S®4 * Hg 
Heia and coworkers have studied the electrical conduc­
tivities of various organolithiua, ©oii^ )ounds in several 
solvents (45), Their results may be briefly suiamarizsed as 
follows! Methyl-, ethyl-, phenyl- and benzyllithiura all 
conduct in diethylziao. ffibhyllithiuat, fused or in benzene 
solution, does not conduet. The laolar conductance of a 
solution lif ethyllithium in diethylzinc decreases with in­
creased dilution indicating increased solvation. In diethyl-
%im solution, methyllithiuia is a better conductor than 
ethyllithlua* Ethylllthiua conducts better in triethyl-
aluainua solution than in diethylzinc solution, but is a 
non-conductor in diethylcadniua. Hienyllithiiaa is a poor 
conductor in diethylzinc while benzyllithiua is the best 
conductor of all the alkyllithim compotinds studied * It'om 
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cryosoopic data Hein showed that ©thyliithiiiia is associated 
into aggregates of six or seven aoleeules in beazeae solu­
tion while the solvates with diethylziae are represented by 
/CgHgLiMCgHglgZ^ g and larger aggreggtes (70), la ether 
solution most of the organolithiua eompounds apparently 
associate with the solvent. These etherates sometimes 
separate from solution on long standing {56, 71). A general 
eoaparison of the physical properties of the allcyl deriva­
tives of the elements, including those of lithiua, with 
respect to their positions in the Periodic System has been 
laade (7g). - ' 
' - '  
Ghemical properties. 
Organolithiuffl compounds are of interest chiefly because 
of their ehemioal properties. In a broad sense they react in 
various ways which may be classified as follovsrs: fhey add 
to Miltiple linkages in many types of compounds. They take 
part in many interconversions and other cleavage reactions, 
fhey eater into aany coupling reactions# They react with 
salts and also give various other reactions of less iiaportanee. 
Due to the high reactivities of these compounds towards oar-
boa dioxide, moisture and oxygen the organolithiua compounds 
70. Hein and Sohrsuiia, Z, physik. Ghem,. 151A, S34 (1930), 
71, Siegler and Schlfer, Ann,« 47£, ISO (1930)• 
78. V. Orosse, 2. anorg, allgea. Chem.. 152, 133 {1S26), 
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OTist b© prepared and laanipulated in an inert atiaosphere free 
of th&B0 substances. Ifitrogen is usually us©d althou^  other 
gases li&e aetfeaae, butane, hydrogen or even helium mi^ it be 
used* The us® of hydrogen is discouraged because of the ease 
with whieh air-hydrogen laixtures are exploded. 
Addition to multiiple bonds. On® of the multiple link­
ages to which organolithiura compounds add is the earbon-
oarbon double bond. The simplest case is that of ethylene, 
which is polymerized to non-gaseous products by the lower 
alkyllithiua compounds (73). Ziegler and his cofiorkers have 
don© most of the work on this reaction. TJnsya^ aetrical di-
phenylethylen® (isostilbene) adds n-butyllithium slowly in 
benzene solution. After fourteen days at Tocm temperature, 
carbonation yields fifty per cent of 2,2-diphenylh@ptanoi0 
acid (68) , syax* Diphenylethylene yields the corresponding 
2,3»diph0nylheptanoic acid under similar conditions. Other 
organollthiua compounds also add to these compounds, 1,3-
Butadiene has been made the subject of rather intensive 
study as regards its polymerization by organoalkali compounds. 
In general, lithim compounds of the types (aryl)g alph{H)CLi 
and ^ ryl)50Li cause It to polymerize, ivaong the coiapoiands 
studied were those of fluorene, indene, phenylindene and 1,3-
diphenylindene (74). With benzyllithium in ether, butadiene 
73. Friedrich and Marvel, £. Am. Ohm, goc.. 58. 376 {1930). 
74» Siegler and Jakob, AnnT. 511. 45 {1934). 
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yields, subs@q.ueGt to hydrogenation, plieaylated hydrooarbons 
lik® ph02iylnoaaa® and phenyltridecaae (75). Some of the 
most recent work has been done with n-butyllithium. With 
this ecMpound in ether at 25-30®, butadiene yields, after 
hydrolysis, nine to thirty-one per cent octenes and eighteen 
to thirty-four per cent dodecadienes in addition to sojse 
high-boiling products. In benzene solution at 100-115® the 
products isolated seem largely the result of 1,4-addition 
while in ether at -50®, l,S-addition is the min reaotion (76). 
Taaperature apparently plays a dominant role in the addition 
reaotion, for if seTen soles of butadiene and one mole of 
n-butyllithium are reacted at 150® and the product is then 
ozonized and hydrolyzed, a sixty per cent yield of succinic 
acid is obtained. ^ The satae reaction, run at -80®, produces 
no succinic acid. Strangely enough, 1,1,5,5-tetraphenyl-
1,4-pentadiene does not add phenyllithiu® but is raetalated 
by it (77). The organolithiua conipouM formed exists in two 
allylic forms similar to those previously described (see 
page IS). 
Uiaethylfulvene and dimethylbenzofulvene add phenyl-
lithium in ether solution but hydrolysis produces only res­
inous mterials from v/hich no starting compounds can be 
isolated (27). 
75. Ziegler, Dersch and Wollthan, ibid.. Sll. 13 (1934). 
76. 2;iegler, Orisja and vsfiller, ibi^ .« 542. 90 (1939). 
77. '^ ittig and Oberuiann, Ber.« 68, Egl4 (1935). 
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The csrboayl group, >C«0, is another important multiple 
linkage acted upon by organolithiura ooapounds, Tiie reactions 
of tha eoiffltaon aldehydes and ketones with organolithium ooa-
pounds haT@ not been extensively studied* Usually, for the 
purpose of synthesis, the Grignard reagent is employed, 
largely beoause the reactions have been well established 
and the reagent is readily available. Some more ooaplex 
ketones have been reacted with organolithi\JM ooapoiunds, how­
ever, and in certain oases the use of the latter reagents 
Taakes possible the syntheses of laoleculos which cannot b© 
made by the use of the Origaard reagent. 
With bsnzaldehyde the action of orfyanolithiua oos^ ounds 
is l,E-addition to the carbonyl group« Thus the lithium 
eoapound formed from 9-allylphenanthren© (see page 11') reacts 
with benzaldehyde to form l-phenyl~2»C9-ph9nanthryl)»3-
buten-l-ol in fair yield (9). l-Mthio-2,3-diphenylindene 
and benzaldehyde yield l-binzal-8,3-diphenyliGdene, which 
is the dehydration product of the carbinol first foriaed (19), 
The coapouad formed by aetalating 3,§-diethyl-2-n-propylpyri-
din® reacts with benzaldehyde and ^ th butyric aldehyde to 
- 4C -
give the 2-(oc-teiizyloxy) and 2-{^ -butanoxy) derivatives, 
respectively (78), 
Benzyllitliiiiia, like benzylraaRnesiwa ohloritie, reaots 
with formaldehyde to give o-tolyloarbinol instead of the 
expected (3-phenylethyl alcohol (6). This is another ease 
of allylio rsarrangeiaent* im explanation of this reaction 
from the standpoint of quantum mechanics has been proposed 
(79). Such vigorous protests have been made against this 
O^HgOEgCH HOHO 
\expected) (obtained) ^ 
proposal, however, that it is of doubtful value (80, 81), 
Benssophenone reaots with organolithium ooiapo\mda to 
form carbinols* ?or example, 9-fluorenyllithium yields 9-
fluorenyldiphenylcarbinol vdth benzophenone in ether solu­
tion (1). Other organolithium compounds v^ ich react with 
this ketone in the same lanner are o-anisyllithium (0S), 
78, Haskelberg, Chemistry and Industry* 54. 261 (1935), 
79, Hilsea, 3". Skea, Ph^ ica. 3, 15 (19357. 
80. Hyileraa"s, ifeid, . is, 313 (l"535) . 
81. Pauling ana feeiand, ibid.. 3. 315 (1935), 
8S. M'ittig, Pockels and DrSge, Ber,. 71, 1903 (1930). 
.C2H5 
GH(G2%) 
HOC-R 
H 
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£~ajiisyllit.hium (83), 2,5-dixdethoxyphenyllithium, 2^ 4-41--
mthoxyphenyllithiuM, 5-bromo-8,4-dimethoxyphenyllltlii«m 
{02), and Q-styryllithium (84), With l-lithio-3-phesyl-
inden© (21) benzophenone reacts to give on unsaturated. 
derlvatiT© in a lacmner siiailar to that shown with S,3-di-
phenylindenyllithiua and benzaldehyde {sae page 39). 1-
Idthio-8-methylnaphthalece reacts with o-chloroaoetophenone 
in an analogous manner (85). 
Substituted benzophenones also react with organolithium 
compounds. The product obtained is dependent upon the nature 
of the substituent groups. Thus, bis (4-benzylphenyl) ketoaa 
and phenyllithiuia react normally to give bis {4-bensylph0ayl) 
pheaylcarbinol in almost quantitative yield (86). Although 
4-benEohy&rylphenyl phenyl ketone reacts normally with phenyl­
lithiuia, the related compound 4-{or-chlorobensohydrylph©nyl) 
phenyl ketone doss not undergo addition but reacts to form 
a free radical which apparently exists in two forms, one 
having a trivuleat carbon atom, the other a monovalent oxy-
gsn atom (S?). These forms are as followsi 
 ^8  ^  ^^ 6%^  2 
G • 0,.^  ^
as. Muller and Topel, ibid.. 72, 273 (1939). 
84. torvel, Mualler and Peppel, J. iim. Ghem. Spc., 60, 410 
(1938). 
85. Fieser and Ssli^ an, ibid.. 61, 136 (1939). 
86. Oonnerade, Bull. soo.""chlk. lelfr,.. 647 (1936). 
87. Wittig, Kairies and Hopf. Ber., 65.^ 67 (1932). 
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The reaction of phanyllithiiLa with bis {4-<3iehloroa9thyl-
pheixyl) icatona gave only polyaoric products (88). 
In contrast to the Grignard reagent, the reaction of 
organolithiura compoimda vyith most conjugated systems con­
taining a carbonyl group is nearly always 1,2-addition to 
the carbonyl group. Although the Grignard reagent reacts 
In thi?^  laajiner with sorae conjugated systems, such as is 
found in "bensophenone, other aoro activo systems do not 
always yield the sume product with this reagent and with 
the corresponding organolithium compound. For 9xa?aple, 
bensalacetophenone reacts with phenyllithiuia to giv© about 
ninety per cent of diphenyl*0»8tyrylcarbinol, the 1,2-
addition compound (89) and about ten p6r cent of th© 1,4-
addition product, f3j(3-diphenylpropiophenono (90), 
(4) (S)(2) 
C^ gCS « CHjC-C^ g * Ogi%Li 
(4) (3) (2) (4) (3) (8) 
(OgHgjgOH - OHg-O-OgH^  • OgHgOH - OH-OfO^ Hgjg 
(1)0 (1)0H 
®he ratio of products is approximately the saa® with £-
dimethylaiainophenyllithiua (90). Under somewhat different 
©onditions V?ittig has isolated 1,1,3,5,5-peJatapheny 1-1,5-
dioxypantan© as the major product (91). 
88. Gonnerad®, Bull, soc. chlm. B©2^ ,, 447 (1954). 
89. Iiftttringhaus, Ber. , 677'T!5b2*TX934) • 
90. Kirby, Iowa Stata GoXX. £• Soi.. 12. 137 (1937). 
91. Wittig and Kosaek, Ann. .*"529. 167 11937) . 
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Vfitii diboazalacetoxi©, Q-styr-jllithl'm. gives a fair 
yield of ti"i-^ styrylcurbinol, the result of 1,2-additioii 
to the carboiiyl group (84). 
A cas0 where an orgtinolithiua conpound gives a better 
yield of 1,4-afidition product than the corrosponding Grigaard 
reagent is that in which 9-methoxy-8-phanyl-£gri-naphthindan-
7~om is reacted vdth phenyllithium end i/ith phonylmagnesltaa 
broaido (9E}. 
fhe yield v/ith phenyllithiua was twenty par cent and very 
poor with the phenylaagnesiuia bromide* The removal of hy­
drogen from th© intermediate ooiapound will bg discussed 
later (see paga 84). In the reaction of phenyllithiua with 
the related 8-ph©nyl»|>eri~naphthindan-7,9-dion0 this saa@ 
1,4-additioa took place but th© dehydrogenation did act I92). 
Other cyclic ketones have been reacted v/ith organo-
lithixjm compounds. M&as and coworkers have recently used 
Koelsch and Eosenwald, £. Aa. Chea. 3oo»« 59. 2166 (1937). 
/pa?. J 
{baasEOqutnoo.} 
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tMs coabination in eluoiclating the structure of cannabldiiol. 
For ©xaiaple, S>»iaethyl-6~i80«-propylhexanon9 and g,6-di2iethoxy-
phenyllithiun react to form l-{2,6-diia©thoxyph0nyl)-3-iaetliyl-
6-is£-propylhexaii«l-ol (93), 
OOHs GHs (H OCHg 
cO • 
CCHgJgCH (CHgjgCH ocmg 
other similar syntheses have been carried out {94), 
Mhea i,S,3,4-diben2-9"aiithroii0 is treated with phenyl-
lithium and the additioa product is hydrolyzed, t-hydroxy-
9-phe2iyl-9,10-dihydro-l,2,3,4-diben2aiithraceBe is obtained 
(95). 
CgHsLi 
o^h7 
m 
With 2,£-«diphenyl-l--aoenaphthenone» phenyllithium yields 1-
hydrojc^ -l, 2,2~tripheiiylacajiaphthene (96), 
93. Adaas, Wolff, Gain and Clark, ibid.. 1770 (1940). 
94. Adams, Wolff, Cain and Clark, J&S* ^^ 15 {1940). 
95. Bergaann and Bei*lin, J, Gh^ . Soo.. 493 (1939). 
96. llttig and Petri, BerT, 68, 9g4Tl935). 
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#5)3 Oe ''6H5)2 
C^ U 
mow ' 
Metiiyllitiiit® has been used in a s^ ntliQsis of a highly 
substituted anthraoece derivative (97), K^ie yield was very 
poor. 
Compounds oontainiag more than ohq carboayl group also 
add orgaaolithiua compounds, usually undergoing l^ E-addition 
to this group, l,4-3yolohaxaiidioii0 toid phefiyllithium in ether 
give l,4-*diphenyl-l,4-ayoloh©xajidiol in sixty per cent yield, 
fhis compound can be converted into terphenyl by heating at 
200® with selenium. A Friedel-Crafts reaction with the ter-
phenyl and benzoyl chloride yields l,4-di-C4-b0nzoylph®nyl)-
benzene. The action of phenyllithixm on this dicarbonyl com­
pound produces a di-aloohol. Treatment with hydrogen chloride 
followed by copper aetal produces a radical having two tri-
valeat carbon atoras (98), This sequence of reactions is 
illustrated by the following equations. 
OH OH 
9?, Fieser and Cason, J. Jim. Chem. Soc., 62, 432 (1940). 
98. Miiller and Sok, Ber. TO ."ftfO 11?37). 
CeHsLi 
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CsHgCOCl 
AXCI3  ^
HCl 
- <''6%)ae..:000' Qu 
vlith derivatives of naphthalie acids tiia action of 
orgaaolitJbiua ccmpounds is again unlike that of the oor-
respoMing Grignard reagent. In these cases the lithitia 
eoapouad gives 1^ 2-addition to the earboayl group while 
the ma^ esi«aa coapotmd shows a reducing aotion. u^s, 
with X,8-difeenzoylaaphthal8ne, phenyllithium adds 1,2- to 
the two earbonyl groups aad the jaagnesiua oompoxmd gives 
a riBg closure (99), 
tosKgls OeHs ?«% 
(_V O^eHgU <^ -^0 (cgHs)^  ^\_yP" 
The reaction of bis (4-benzoylphenyl) ketone with 
phenyllithium takes place smoothly to give good yields of 
99. Wittig, Leo and >?ieaer, ibid.. 64. 2405 (1931). 
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the expeeted bisK*'iiydroxy-»c,«c-diph0nyl-«^ -tolyl)pheiiyl-
i*®thaaol (100). Pheaylllthiua also reacts with l)is 2,2*^  
(l-ph®aylind0n^ 3-oae) to gire bis 2,2*-(l,3-diphsaylind@n-. 
3«ol) in seveiaty per cent yield (101). 
The following reactions were carried out in a study of 
the cyelization of benzylidenebenzylsucoinic acid {102)• 
Methyl benzylsuocinate was treated vfith benzaldehyd© and 
the aixtur© was distilled to yield a cmpound =18Hi4°3' 
Which was thought to be E-benzyl-S-carboxy-l-hydroxynaph-
thalen© or soia© iscmer of this cafupound. Hiis was treated 
with glacial acetic acid giving beazylidenebenzylsuceinio 
acid ^ liieh was treated with sulfuric acid at 70® to form a 
compound 1?his compound was treated with a lar^  
excess of phenyllithium to gire a cosipound 024%g0, which 
was thou^ t to be l-hydroxy-10-.phenyi-2,3-ben2anthraoeae, 
The reaction inTolving the organolithiua cc^ pound is shown 
below, 
CH 
reaction is described in the wordB of Bergaaann (lOa)s 
100, Goanerade, Bull, goc« chia» Belg«. 46. 179 (1937). 
101, Ick and Marvel, J,. Am, Oheaai. Soc.. 1898 {1935), 
102, Ber^ ana and Wei^ ann, Sbapt. rend*. 209. 559 (1939). 
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"Ihrlfleatiy the pkenyllithiiira reacts on tha saturated ketonic 
group, enolizing the other Jcetonic group simultaneously aiid 
creating an entirely aromtic molecule." 
Quinones react in the noratal aanner with or^ nollthium 
eo^ ounds. Naphthoquinones (103), naphthacene quinones (104) 
and anthraqulnones (105) have been reacted v/ith phenyllithiua. 
l,l«Dlphenyl-£-benzoylethyl alcohol and phenyllithiua 
react at -80® to form l,l,3,5-tetraphenylpropan-l,S-diol 
by l^ g-addition C2)« 
An Interesting and useful application of the addition 
of relatively reactive organoaetallic compoxinds to the car-
boayl group of Miehler's ketone has been laade as the basis 
of a color teat for the qualitative determination of these 
©{^ pounds (106). Organolithltiia compounds give a positive 
test readily. This indicates that these ooapounds do not 
fora stable addition coiaplexes v/ith Miohler*s ketone as do 
aiany less reactive orgenaaetallic compounds (10?), 
Some <-oxido ketones and phenyllithlusa react to give 
good yields of the corresponding propanols. The first 
reaction is one of addition* *01118, with benzal-D-aethoxy-
acetophenone oxide and phenyllithiiia at -15® in ether, the 
103, Crawford, I, Am, Chea. Soc.. 61, 3310 (1939). 
104. Bergaann, T. ^em. Sod. 114?"Tl9g8). 
105, feiziaann, Bergiaaiin and Haskelberg, ibid.. 391 (1939). 
106. Oilman and Schulze, J, Am. Ohem. Soc.. 47, gOOB (192§). 
10?, ailaan and Jones, ibid., 1S43 (1940X7 
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following psaotion occurs. 
0 n 
H E 
0 
C6%U H H ^ 6% 
• CeH56<^ <5-GGgH40CH3(£) 
0 OH 
At reflux temperature cleavage of the oxide ring takes place 
giving dipJienyl-^ -anisylcarbiaol and a resinous mterial (108). 
I3Q a similar aaaaer analogouo reactions are obtained with 
£->clilQrobaBzalaoetophaaone oxide and other oc~oxido fcetonea 
(108, 109). These results are somewhat different froa those 
obtained with Orignard reagents (110). 
fh© usual reaction of the iiore active organoaetallic 
so^ ouads with oarbon dioxide is the formation of the salt 
of a aarboxylie aoid. It has been sho\m, however, that the 
ooiaaon procedure of gaseous aarbonation leads to very little 
aoid froia aiany orgaaolithiua compounds but that the chief 
product is a ketone, some tertiary carbinol also being fomed, 
fo overcome this difficulty, oarbonation by slow addition 
to a large excess of crushed solid carbon dioxide is recoa-
aended (111)* 1?hese secondary reactions leading to ketones 
and earbinols seem to be partially due to the solubility of 
the SCOOLi compound in ether, the usual solvent, because the 
other orfraaoalkiali ooapounds, whose salts are largely in­
soluble in ether, give high yields of acids (as salt) when 
108. lisksl, ibid.. 59, 325 (1937). 
109. Kohler and SickeX, ibid.« 57. 1099 (1935). 
110. Ber^ u^m and Wolff.imTd.. 54. 1644 (1932). 
111. ailaan and ¥an Iss, ibid.. 1258 (1933). 
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earboaated in boiling ether solution (112), 
2a general, the reaction of eaters of carboxylic aoids 
with ©XG0SS organolithitiffl coiapounds leads to tertiary oar-
binols, A great many esters have been so reacted. Dimethyl 
ef ,oc»-.dihydrcaaticonate and excess phenyllithixaa yield 1,1,6,6-
tetraphenyl»3-hex©n-l,6«diol (11), while dimethyl meso-' 
(3,C5* -diphenyladipate yields 1,1,3,4,6,6-.hexaphenylhexas-
1,6-diol (84), Methane triacetie acid triiaethyl ester, 
under similar conditions, is converted to tri {(3,(3-diphenyl-
(?»oacyethyl)methane (91). The reaction is similar with esters 
of aroaatic acids. Methyl S-benzohydryl-l-naphthoate forias 
diphenyl-l-(S-benzohydrylnaphthyl)carbinol (96). Wittig 
has shown the following reaction to be quite general (18)i 
X X 
CgHgU  ^
^ - eooE 
^ n (excess) 
Cia and trans forras do not undergo stereoisoiaeric reararange-
aent during the reaction. The corresponding 1,4-diesters 
react in an analogous manner (113). Other organolithiua 
compounds, like ^ biphenylyllithium (114), may also be used. 
With esters of aromatic dicarboxylic acids, the reaction is 
very good and yields ae high as ninety per cent and more are 
112, Mlaan and Toung. J. Org, Ghem.. 1, 315 (1936). 
U3, Wittig and Poi^ , ler.. 70, 8485 Tl937). 
114. Wittig and Krohae, Ann,. 529, 142 (1937), 
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obtaiaable (115). I^ o has used this reaotion to prepare a 
radical having three trivalent carbons (116)• The sequence 
of reaotioas follows: 
\  /  \  /mi  ou '  \  /  
00^  iioi(Ogi%)j 
Other esters have also bees reacted with pheuyllithim (Sj 
117) • 
9-Fluorenyllithiua reacts with diiaethyl carbonate to 
form i^ thyl fluorece-l-earboxylate in fair yield (21) aM 
with ethyl orthoforMate to yield an amorphous polymer (59). 
l-Lithio-S-phenylindene aad dimethyl carbonate react, yield­
ing aethyl S-phenylindene-l-carboxylate (118). 
Organolithium ccMapounds react with acid anhydrides. 
The action of two moles of phenyllithium on one mole of 
diaethylmaleic anhydride gives 2,3-diaethyl-4,4-diphenyi-
crotoaolactoae which probably results from 1,2-additioii of 
a second iiiole of organometallic coapound to the iateraediate 
keto acid foraed (119), 
il5» Wittig and Leo, Ber., 64, 2395 (1931). 
116, Leo, ibid.. fO, I15l {1937). 
117» Wittig and Fefri, Ann., 505, 17 (1933). 
118. Bl«a-BergEiaBa, ibid., 492, 277 (1932). 
119. farbell and Weaver, £. Ohem. 3oe». 62. 2747 (1940). 
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P 
HgC-C-C-C 6% E3G-C-G (CeHg) g 
CeHsLij B CgHsLi, \ 0 
/ 
HgG-O-Q^  IlgG-C-q^ -OU HgG-C-C; 
This aechanisa is substantiated by the action of phenyllithiua 
on th« iateriaediat© keto acid, (S-benzoyltiglio aoid, to form 
the same laetone as was obtained in the above reaction. Only 
a small amount of material resulting from 1,4-addition was 
obtained. With phenyliaagnoslaai bromide the same intermediate 
compound is obtained (120) but the excess Grignard reagent 
adds 1,4- to this compound instead of 1,2- as does the phenyl-
lithlus. 
With phthalio anhydride the reaction is rigorous but 
not well defined. One of the products formed is triphenyl-
carbinol (115), 
Organolithiua compounds add to the carbon-nitrogen double 
bonding icnown as the anil linkage. This reaction was first 
reported by Ziegler and 2ieser, They treated pyridine with 
benzene solutions of n-butyl- and phenyllithiua finally 
heating the mixtures in sealed tubes at 90-100* for several 
hours {121). "Hie first reaction is addition of the organo­
lithiua compound to the anil linkage to form an oc-substituted 
120. Tarbell, ibid., m, 215 {1938). 
121. Zlegler and Zeiser, Ber., 63, 1847 {1930). 
M-litliiodihydropyriaine» Hydrolysis yields the o(-substituted 
dihydropyridin®. On heating the unhydrolyzed addition coa-
poujadj lithiim hydride splits out leaTing an oC-substituted 
pyridine, fhia sequence of reactions is showi below. 
The yield of substituted pyridine was increased toy replacing 
bsczane, the solvent first used, by toluene (120)* The ex­
tension of this reaction to other nitrogen compounds facili­
tated the preparation of many otherwise difficultly accessible 
products. Soiae of the coapounds which have been reacted with 
organolithiuia compounds in this jaanner are acridine, which 
forms t,10«dihydro-9-R-aoridines, isoquinoliae, 9,lO-dihydro-
acridiae, which gives 9,10-dihydro-10-B-aoridines (123), 
quinoline, 2-n-butylpyrldlne and quinaldine (1S4). IMs 
reaction has been used recently to prepare soia® substituted 
quinolines for possible us© as insecticides {125). 
fhe reaction of the nitrile group, -CSk, with organo-
lithiua compounds is analogous to that of the Grignard reagent. 
122. Walters and McBlvain, £. M. Chea. Soc.. 55 . 4625 (1933). 
123. Berraaaaa, and v. Christian!, Ann.. 485, 
80 (1930). 
124. Zie^ er and 2^ iser, ibid.. 485. 174 (1931). 
1E5. Oldhaa and Johns, £. Am. Ghea. Soc., 3289 (1939). 
LI 
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Til® aMition produot is a ketlain® which hydrolyzes more or 
less readily, to form a ketone. Thus, isobutyronitrile and 
n«butyllithixim yield a-butyl iso-propyl ketone (120), 
Soma nitriles, which react only very slowly with Grignard 
reagents imder the usual conditions, \mdergo proi^ t reaction 
with organolithiua coiapouhds {127, 138), for example, £-
dimethylaminobenaonitrile and £~methoxybenzonitril0 react 
smoothly with aethyl- and phanyllithiura to give the expected 
ketones, following hydrolysis. Other nitriles, which have 
been reacted with organolithium compoiinds, include benzo-
nitrile and o*toluonitrile {112, 137, 128, 1S9), "Hiese have 
been studied mainly in determinations of the relative reac­
tivities of various organoaetallio compounds, l-Lithio-S-
methylaaphthaleae reacts with 4-cyanohydrindene to give 
the ketimine which could not be hydrolyzed to the ketone (ISO). 
Coapounds containing an anil linkage and some other fun­
ctional group capable of reacting with organolithium cdi^ ounds 
126. Eiegler and Ohlinger, Ann.. 495. 84 {193S). 
1S7, Gilaan and Kirby, £. Am. Chea, See.. 55. 1265 (1933). 
128. Silaan and Llchteararalter, Hec. trav. chiffl.. 55. 561 
(1936). 
139. Gilaaa, Kirby, Lichtenwalter and Toung, ibid.. 55. 79 
(1936). 
130. Fieser and Bowen, £. Ghem. Soc., 68. 2103 (1940). 
JLso—C^ Hi^ C—H + n—C^ Hglii > iso—C^ HyS—C^ H^ —n 
> iso-QgH^ -g-O^ Hg-n + SHg 4- LiOH 
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feav® b00a studied, also, IMius, a compound with a coupled 
anil linkage and carbonyl {or thiocarbonyl) group is known 
to undergo 1,2-addition to the carbonyl group, althou^  the 
end product obtained indicates that addition takes place at 
the anil linkage. For example, phenyl isothiocyaaate has 
been showa to react in this way (131K This general reaction 
may be illustrated as follows: 
* R»U R-H-C-OU 
Acridone and 3-methylacridone undergo l,g-addition at the 
carbonyl group (132)• The anil linkage also takes part in 
the reaction for, it the N-potassium salt is used, only 
one-half the amount of phenyllithium necessary to react 
with the free base is needed to give equivalent reaction 
with the salt. 
Benzophenone anil also adds phenyllithium. Here 1,S-
addition to the anil linkage takes place, to form triphenyl-
methylanlliae. The Grignard reagent adds 1,4- to the con­
jugated system (127). These two reactions are given below. 
131. ailxaan and Breuer, ibid.. 55, 1262 (1933), 
132. I^ hiastedt and Dostal, Ber». ?g. 804 (1939). 
/noE7 
E H' 
R-1«G-0H 
R« 
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1©% |6% 
06% ' N m 
<=6% =6^ 5 06% 
With Q-oyanoacridine, reaction takes place at th® nitrile 
group. Using phenyllithium, the products isolated are 9-
bsnzoylaeridiae and phenyl-{9-acridyl)iminom©thane, "Sie 
latter coapotmd is imhydrolyzed ketimine (138). 
GgKg-G-M C^ HgC«0 
The anil linkage apparently does not play an important part 
in this reaction, S-Cyanoquinoline reacts with 4-lithio-7-
methylhydrindteine to give the corresponding ketone in fifty-
serea per cent yield {133). The 5-cyano compound gave a 
aueh poorer yields seventeen and one-half per o©nt» 
The nitrogen-nitrogen double bonding also reacts with 
organolithiua coapounds. Two reactions seem to take place. 
The auijor reaction, with phenyllithiura and azobenzene for 
exaaple, is the formation of a dilithium coapound, for hy­
drolysis produces about fifty per cent of hydrazobenzene (134) 
133. Fieser and Hershberg, J. Aia. Qhem. Sqc. . 62, 1640 
(1940). -
134. Gilman and Bailie, £. Org. Chea.. 2, 84 (1937). 
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OgHgH-HGgHg OgHg^ -KOgHg OgHg^ I-^ iOeHs 
ULi H H 
%e ©xpectsd addition, to yield triphenylhydrazine following 
hydrolysis, also takes place to a limited degree (155), 
GgHgH-KCgHs CgHgU • (CgHg) gH—KHCOeHg) 
The dilithium addition compound can react with uaohajiged azo-
benzene to form a free radical (135). 
CgHgH-NOaHg » (OgHgHjg —» ZOeHg^ -HOeife 
Id U U : 
•The formation of the dilithixim compound is saoothar if hy-
dri^ zobeazene is treated with aethyllithium (135), 
Hydrogen-^ etal interooaversion. Metalation, the replace­
ment of a oarboa-held hydrogen by a metal, is also known as 
hydrogea-aetal interconversion. 13118 reaction serves soa® 
useful purpotses in organic syntheses, mainly because of its 
ability to shorten or facilitate the production of mmiy coa-
pounds* Since an excellent review of this general field has 
been mad© recently (136, 137) the only phases of this reaction 
which will be discussed are those facts which have been de­
termined since that tiae regarding organolithium co^ apouads. 
When £»broaoanisole is reacted v/ith lithium in ether 
solution, the first and obvious reaction is the fomation 
135. Wittig, Anmm, Oheia., 55, S41 (1940). 
136. R. I.. Bebb, doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State Oollege, 
(1938). 
137. Gilaan and Bebb, J". Am. Ghent. Soc«, 61, 109 (1939). 
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of ^ -anisyliithlum, A sld© reaction, taking place to some 
exteat, is the aetalation of j^ -broaoasisole by the newly-
forasd £-anisyllithi\am (138, 82), 
Om^  OCH3 OOH3 OGH3 
0 - 0  —  
Br 14. Br 
A similar reaction occurs in the preparation of ^ -phenoxy-
pheayllitJbiiua froa ^ -bromopbenyl phenyl ether (138), and 
in the preparation of S-carboxydibenzofuran (139). In the 
latter reaction the S-lithiodibenzofuran aetalates some of 
the onehanged S-bromodibenzofuran to give, subsequent to 
©arboaation and hydrolysis, soiae 2-bro2K>-4-oarboxydibenzo-
furan. When S-broBa^ dibenzofuran is treated with n-butyl-
lithium in ether some 4-oarboxydibenzofuran is isolated after 
carbonation, indicating that soae of the 3-lithiodibenzofuran 
aetalated some unchanged 3-bromo compound, being converted 
to dibeazofuran which is then laetalated in the 4-positioa 
by n-butyllithiuia» Ho 3-broffiO-4-carboxydibenzofuran was 
isolated, however (140), Organolithium compounds have been 
utilized in other studies on dibenzofuran (141, 142, 143), 
138• Siliaan, Langham and Jacoby, ibid.. 61, 106 (1939), 
139. dilman, Langham and Willis, ibid., jg. 346 (1940), 
140. Gilman, Willis and Swislowslcy. Ibid.. 61. 1371 (1939). 
141. Oilman, Tan Iss and Hayes, IbidTTsXs 643 (1939). 
142. Qilman, Cheney and Willis, ImH., "Si, 951 (1939). 
Gilman, Parker, Bailie and ircwra, iMd.. 61. S836 
(1939). 
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Vlfeen phenols and their methyl ethers are metalated, the 
aetal toes not always enter the same position in eaoh ease, 
JPor example, 4-hy<lroxydib8n2ofiiran on aetalation gives 6-
0arboxy-4«hydroxydib©nzoftiran, following carbonation and 
hydrolysis. With 4-aethoxydibenzofuran, some 3-earboxy-
4-methoxydiben2ofuran is formed, although the 6-acid is 
formed in higher yield. Resorcinol gives some 2,6-dihydroxy-
benzoic acid «rith a little 2,4-dihydroxybeazoic aeid. e^ 
dimethyl ether yields the 2,6-dimethoxy derivative 
As a rule, aetalation takes place ortho to the oxygen or 
sulfur grouping in phenols, thiophenols and their ethers. 
k notable exception is thioanisole, which aetalates laterally 
Anisole and thiophenetole metalate ortho to the ether group­
ing,. The heterocyclic compound, phenoxathiin, also laetalates 
ortho to the ether bridge (146). 
Alcohols and amines usually are aetalated in the ortho 
144. Gilaan, Willis, Cook, Webb and Meals, ibid.. 667 
(1940). 
14i. Oilsian and Webb, ibid.. fiS, 987 (1940). 
146. Qilsaan, Van Iss, Willis and Stuclcwisch, ibid.. 62, 
2606 U940). 
(145). 
CgHg-S-OHgCOOH 
A'vC^ HgXJL 
S' 
coc® 
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position. Benzyl alcohol yields o-hydroxyaethylbenzoie acid 
after aetalation vdth n-butyllithiiim followed hy oarbonation. 
friphenylearbinol, aniline, diphenylaaine and H-n-butylaniline 
all metalat© in a position ortho to the heteroelement (147). 
Surprisingly enough, triphenylaaine oetalates in th© aeta 
position (148), 
fh© related triphenylphosphine also aetalates in th© aeta 
position (149). 
The reaction is of no value for the preparation of the 
siller organolithiuia ooapounda. Toluene and -^butyllithium 
in ether yield only twenty-two hundredths per cent of phenyl-
acetic acid, following carbonation and hydrolysis, Under 
similar conditions benzene forias fifteen per cent of benzoic 
acid {150). 
Balo^ ea-Btetal interconYersion. The second type of inter-
conversion, halogen-aetal interconrersion has been utilized 
only recently for syntheses with organolithium compounds, 
fh© earliest study on this reaction was made a number of years 
ago by Marvel anl coworkers. Unfortunately, they allowed 
such long periods for reaction that only secondary products 
14?, Silaan, Brown, Webb and Spatz, ibid,, 977 (1940), 
148^  Silaaa and Brown, ibid,. 3208 {194^ . 
149. G, S, Brown, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College, 
QOm 
150• CriliBan, Facevitz and Baine, iua, Chea, Soc,« 62, 
1514 (1940). 
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w&re obtained in aost oases. Thus n-butyllithiua and n-
fesptyl bromide in petroleum ether were allowed to stand 
ninety days and the mixture was then hydrolyzed, e^ laaia 
product was n-undecane (151), In shorter-timed reactions 
they did obtain products resulting from halogen-raetal inter-
eonTersion. for exaaple, o~broaotoluene and ^ -butyllithium 
in petroleum ether for four days gave sixty-five per eent 
of toluene following hydrolysis* "The reaction which occurred 
follows: 
a-04%" • QZ'* a-w ^  QT 
The related ^ -bromotoluene after thirty days yielded seTenty-
five per cent of ^ -^ -butyltoluene. This reaction is similar 
to the one above except that in this case sufficient tiae 
elapsed before hydrolysis to permit the secondary coupling 
reaction to complete itself. 
A siisilar reaction, run for twenty hours, gave an eighty-six 
per cent yield of £-toluic acid on carbonation (67}, 
151. Marvel, Hager and Coffsaan, ibid.. 49. 2323 {1927). 
CH3 CE3 CHg 
Li 
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A aechaiiism to explain halogen-raetal Interconversioa 
iias been proposed recently (152) aiiS may be outlined as 
follows: If t'wo itoleculas, vfith configurations like those 
below, are brought in contact the two may react to form a 
aore stable system depQnding upon the relative attraction 
of each of the charged particles for those of opposite charge, 
Thus, the following particles form: 
(«) (-) {-) (-) 
(A) >f: >G,i aM (B)>Gj -i >,q^  
Li ^ ^ 
(*) (•) {•) {*) 
Then, if the radical (B) has a greater attraction for Li* 
than does (A), laost of the Li* will baooae attached to {B). 
The following shift of bonds will then occurj 
{«) (*) (-) I*) 
>0: X >Q X 
I I -5  ^ ** 
U :C< LI b'< 
M (-) M i") 
or, a halogen-mtal intercoaversion will take place. "Phat 
the secondary coupling observed, especially in longer-timed 
reactions, is not the final step of this process, but another 
reaction entirely, is based on the fact that X* and Li'*' do 
not oombine to form LiX. fhat is, the positive halogen pos­
tulated cannot react with the lithium ion. The basis of this 
whole aieehanlsa rests on the ionization of the halogen 
15S. lieerwein, Hofmann and Schill, J. prakt. Ghaai.. 154, 
266 (1940). 
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laekiag aa electron pair* This is not the usual manner of 
ionization of halogen. Some reactions, hosarever, indicate 
that such ionizations do occur. 
Other factors than time affect the extent of halogen-
fflBgtal iiiterconversion and a systematic study of son© of 
these has recently been reported (153)• The factors studied 
were solvent, temperature, kind of organolithiua compound, 
concentration of reactants and catalytic agents. The rate 
is affected greatly by the nature of the solvent, fhus, in 
the polar solvents, like diethyl ether, dibutyl ether and 
diaethylaailine, the reaction between •c*broiaoaaphthalene 
and n-butyllithiua is very rapid, maximum yields of iater-
oonversicm product, «f-naphthyllithium, being obtained in 
a period of only a few lainutes. In non-polar solvents, 
like benssene, cyclohexane and petroleum ether, the reaction 
is slcmer and leas complete in the same time periods, The 
use of petroleum ether aa a solvent for these reactions is 
reooaraended, however, because the secondary coupling reaction 
seems to be strongly inhibited in this solvent (67). Small 
te^ erature changes do not alter the rate of reaction in 
ether appreciably. Cooling to -80® ^ ves a much slower rate 
of reaction than that observed at room temperature and is 
of little value except in special cases (153, 154) where 
153, Silmaa and Moore, jj, Am, Ghem. Soc.y 6S, 1843 (1940), 
154, Oilman and Spatz, ibid,. 62. 446 (1940T« 
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prsferaatial reaotioa is desired with polTfunctional oc^ aK 
pounds* fhs kind of oreanolithium compound is an important 
factor, for with «?c-broi^ naphthalene in ether the order of 
decreasing effectiveness was found to be n-propyl-, ethyl-, 
n-butyl-, phenyl-, and methyllithium. Of these, methyl-
lithim gives only a trace of interconversion product, Uli© 
concentration of reactants is not so important, althou^  
the reaction is more rapid at moderately high concentrations 
than in more dilute solutions. No really effective catalyst 
has been found. Copper bronze has sc»ae beneficial effect, 
whereas Eaney nickel decreases the yields slightly, 
fhe rate and extent of interoonversion is also depen­
dent upon the nature of the halide used. "Eie reaction of 
aryl iodides is very fast and aryl bromides are slower. 
This is evidenced by the instantaneous reaction between 
i^odoanisole and phenyllithium in ether whereas o-broiao-
aniaole requires about an hour (135}« Only a few isolated 
cases of chlorine- or fluorine-aetal interoonversion have 
been observed. The compounds known to give this reaction 
at the present time are £-ohloro- and o-fluoroanisole with 
phenyllithitia {X3S) and phenylethynyl chloride {155) and 
3-ehloro-2,4,5-triphenylfuran (156) with n-butyllithium. 
155, Unpublished studies by A, H, Haubein, 
156, Unpublished studies by D, S. Melstrom, 
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the fialogen-ii@tal Interoonversion is probably not aa 
interaediat© step In coupling reactions, as was aieation«d 
aljOT®, Although coupling is faTored when the RX coapouad 
is aa alkyl toroiaide or iodide th© following facts demon-
strate that this is only a minor point. First, no evidence 
of halogen-'aetal intercocversion between alkyl halides and 
aryllithii® coapounds has, as yet, been obtained. Second, 
only a few isolated eases of chlorine- or fluorine-metal 
interconveraion have been found and most aryl chlorides and 
fluerides do not gire this reaction under conditions tried 
thus far. Third, no halogen-aetal interchange has been 
obtained with organolithiua compounds like phenylethynyl-
lithiua {CgI^ G«CLi). Fourth, the slow rate of intercon-
Tersion exhibited by the less reactive organoma^ esium and 
-.aluminum compounds makes it appear unlikely that any 
possibly interaediately formed organocopper and organonickel 
compounds taice part in intereonversion reactions when copper 
and nickel are used to produce coupling of halides. 
The halogen-aetal interconversion reaction has been 
used to obtain some compounds which are otherwise rather 
inaccessible. Its use to prepare cosipounds like oc-naphthyl-
lithiua (153) or ^ -^anisyllithiua (138) is not recoimaended 
since the direct preparation of these coapoujids is equally 
satisfactory and less expensive. It is, however, very use­
ful in preparing more complex coapounds. If l,5-diaethoxy~ 
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4,6-dibroaobenz©n8 is treated with one equivalent of phenyl-
lithiua ill ether for a short tijae, only one of the bromines 
is replaced {82), 
TQr wi. •10?' 
I OgHgU 
If two equivalents of phenyllithiua are usedj partial inter-
eoaversioa of both bromines takes place* For exaiaple, after 
an eighteen hour reaction period, hydrolysis yielded seventy-
two per cent of IjS-diaethoxybenzene, eight per cent of 1^ 3-
diiaethoxy-4-broaobenzenQ and sixty per cent of broaobenzen® 
(15?), When 2-broiaodiben2ofuran is treated with n-butyllithium 
in ether for thirty minutes an eighty-seven per cent yield 
of 2-C£Lrboxydibeazofuran is obtained following carbonstion 
(139). 4-Broaodibenzofuran also undergoes this reaction with 
n-butyllithixna {140). Other broiaodibenzoruraas have also 
been reacted in this manner (158) • A reaction between broiuio-
157. Wittig and Pookels, Ber>. 78, 89 {1939). 
15Q. Oilman, Swislowsky and Brown, J. Aa. Ghem. Soc.. 6£, 
348 {1940). "• 
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fora and phanyllithium in equiraleat quantities in sther 
ge.ve broaobenzene end soiae stilbene when hydrolyzed after 
twenty minutes (159)• A reaction between bis (4-ehloro-
aetiiylpiienyl)methane and phenyllithiua gave only resinous 
materials along with biphenyl (160). Hexabroiaobenzeno and 
phtenyllithiua also yield resinous substances (161), 
A recent application of halogen-iaetal intsroonversion 
has mde use of this reaction to establish the structures 
of som substituted 2,2*-dihydroxybiph9nyls (162), Thus, 
the X»X*-dibroao«-g,2*-4ihydroxybiphenyl of earlier workers 
was shown to be the 5,5*-dibrojao«2,g*-dihydro2;ybiphenyl by 
halogen-^ tal interconTersion of the dibroao-2,E*-dia©tho2:y-
biphenyl with j^ -butyllithiua, followed by carbonation to 
the known 5,5*-dicarboxy-E,2*-diaethoxybiphenyl. "Shis proof 
was supplemented by another, not dependent on halogea-
aetal interoonversion, showing that the mthod is reliable. 
Other similar proofs were also carried out. 
The halogen-astal interoonversion reaction between 
(S-broiiostyren© and n-butyllithiua is of special interest 
since it inTolves an aliphatic halogen ccsapoimd and leads 
to the roletirely rare type of vinyl- or substituted Tinyl-' 
lithium compound. In the first study of this reaction (151) 
159, littig and Pockels, Ber,. 72. 884 (1939). 
160, Connerade, Bull, soc, chla. BelK*« 44. 411 (1935), 
161, Seissaan and a^llatt, £. Am. Chem. Soc., 61« 17^  (1939), 
162, Sllaan, Swiss and Cheney, l^ id.. 6£V 1963 (1940). 
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tlie reaotcmts were allovved to stand thirty-eight days in 
a sealed tube in petroleuta ether solution» Hydrolysis pro­
duced 1-phenyl-l-hexene and l,4-diphenyl-l,3«butadieiie. Ho 
evideaee of the formation of octane, phenylethylene or phenyl-
ac©tyl©ne was fotmd. A similar reaction, run for twenty 
hours at reflux, was carbonated and a twenty-three per cent 
yield of traaa-oinnasiic acid was obtained. In diethyl ether, 
the products of carbonation are somewhat different. In 
addition to trana-cinnamic acid, phenylpropiolic ecid is 
also obtained (67). Tv/o possible mechanises for this reac­
tion have bean proposed. First, the n-butyllithiua stay 
h&r@ split out hydrogen bromide from the ^ -bromostyrene, 
foming phenylacetylene, v/hich then undergoes laetalation 
to form phenylethynyllithiua. 
Cel%OH«CHBr > CgHsCsOE CeHsOSGU 
Second, there mxy have been lateral metalation follo¥/ed by 
loss of lithium broiaide, to fom phenylacetylen© which then 
imdergoes metalation. 
OgHgCH-CHBr —> CgEgC{iA)-CHBr —• CgHgCSGK 
Ho conclusive evidence of either mechanism has, as yet, been 
obtained. Similar mechanisms would aocoimt for theae same 
products which are obtained when /B-styryllithiua from (3-
broraostyrene and lithium in ether, is carbonated (53). 
Broiaodimethylanilinas undergo halogen-metal intercon-
version with n-butyllithium. B^roaodiisethylaniline yields 
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twenty-six per c&nt of tli© oorreeipoMing acid following car-
bonation after twenty hours, M).ile the para isomer yields 
forty-five j-jer cent under the sa'jtie conditions {163). This 
latter oo)ai>oimd has been recently proposed as a reagent for 
qualitatively detaoting active organometalllc coapounds (164)• 
Under conditions whero n-butyllithium gives a positive test, 
n-butylmagnesiua broiaide does not give a positive reaction, 
The basis of the test is the fact that organolithium corapounds 
undergo halogsn-mstal interconversion with D-broEiodim«thyl-
aalline v/hereas organoiaagnasiuia halldss have not given this 
reaction under the same conditions. Idthiusn compoimds of 
pyridine and quinoline have also been obtained by this reae-
tion, For ©xaiapl©, 3-broraoquinoline and ^ -butyllithiua in 
ether at -35® yield fifty-two per cent of 3-carboxyquinoline 
after carbonation at the end of a fifteen rainute reaction 
period {154). Addition of the organolithiuai corapound to the 
anil linkage does not take place quantitatively under these 
conditions, but the addition confound is formed in relatively 
high yield. 
Halogens attached to nitrogen appear to undergo halogen-
metal intsroonvorsion ^ vith organolithium compoimds. In raao-
tions of Jaonochloroataine with various organollthiiia eoiapotmds, 
poor yields of amines but fairly good yields of aaaonia were 
163, GlMan and Banner, ibid.. 6g. 344 {1940). 
164, SilBiaa and Swiss, ibid., 62. 1847 (1940). 
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©btaiaed (165K These results indicate that the principal 
reaction was as follows: 
ILi + GISH2 > RCl + UHHg SH3 
The reaction aspected was coupling in the following mannerj 
SU + ClMg > iiHHg * LiCl 
With phenyllithiua, for ©xaiaple, the yields at 0* were three 
per cent aniline and forty-eight per cent aaaonia. When 
three equivalents of phenyllithium were used, the yields 
were ten per cent aniline and forty-two per cent aasaonia. 
At -50®, with three equiTalents, the yields %veT@ thirty-
three and thirty-seven per cent, respectively. These re­
sults show that there is some correlation between this reac­
tion and the halogen-aetal inter con version between o(-bro^ -
naphthaleae and organolithiua compounds (see page 63). 
Ald-ehlorimines also show this reaction to a certain extent, 
fhe meohanisa proposed for this reaction {166) also involves 
the removal of a positive halogen (see page 62). For example* 
4-ohloroben2alchlorijaine and phenyllithium react in ether 
solution in two ways, naaelyj 
£-ClCeH4CH-H-Cl • OgHsLi —> ^-ClOgHiCH 
-^ClGgH^ OH-K-Ol + CgHgld —> £-C10gH4CH-HLi 
-^^ I^CeH^ GHG I 
165. Colcttaan, Hermanson a:^  Johnson, ibid.. 59. 1696 (1937). 
166. Le Maistre, Rainsford and Hauser, J. Org. Ohem.. 4, 
106 (1939). 
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The first reaotion involves the removal of hydrogen chloride, 
the second is a halogen-aetal interoonversioa ia ^ ieh a 
ehlorioe with a sextet of eleotrons is removed, Qrignard 
reageats alao give this reaction. Caaparing phenyllithiiaa 
and phecjlmagnesium bromide as regards their reaction v/ith 
2rehlorobensalehloriiiine under the same conditions, phenyl-
lithiiia yields tiventy per cent £»chlorob©nzonitrile and thirty-
four per cent i^ -ehlorobenzaldehydo while with phenyliaagneaiua 
bromide the yields are tea and sixty-one per cent, respee-
tively, from this it is evident that phenyllithiua reacts 
according to the second equation to a lesser extent than 
pheaylfflagnesiuK bromide but this does not prove that the 
Grignard reagent is better than phenyllithium for halogen-
Jietal interconversion with such nitrogen compounds sine© the 
other reaction Introduces a complicating factor. Reaction 
of unchanged organomstallic compound with the nitrile fomed 
would also alter the ratio of products. To what extent, if 
any, this reaction occurs is not known. 
Metal-aetal interconveralon. The third type of inter­
conversion, fflstal-metal, is known to occur with laany different 
organoiaatallic compounds. The ganeral reaction Jmy be written 
as follOTifss 
SM • H*a* r—^  RM* + R»M 
One of the first applications of this method to the prepar­
ation of organolithixm ccaspounds was made by Ziegler (71) 
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wbo treated dibeazylmercury v;itli n-butyllithium obtaining 
di-^ *butylaercury and beazyllitiiiua. H© later exteMed this 
reaetioa to tiie Qrignard raageat in order to prepare th© less 
aocessibl® organolithiiim coiapoimds like benzyllithiiiia aM 
igo^ propyllithium (47). Tiie raaotioa, ia the case of beazyl-
aagaesitJta chlorld©, proceeds as follows: 
CgHgOHg^ l^ •  ^ Q6%^ #^sCeH5 
OgHgOH^ agOgHg • OgHgLi -• OgHgOHgLl + (OgngjgMg 
reaction is not very useful for th© preparation of 
org&nolithiua ooapounds since it also forias organo^ agaesium 
eoapounds wdiich often interfere in subsequent reactions. 
Austin noted that in reactions of organolithium compounds 
with organolead halides, an excess of the organolitMum 
eoapoxiad was detrimental to the preparation of the unsym-
aetrical coiapounds because the organolithiiia compound dis­
placed SOI© of the original groups attached to lead (167)• 
In a reaction between tetraethyllead and j&^ tolyllithiiisa, 
however, he was unable to isolate any ^ -tolyllead coiapound®. 
Organoboron compounds like tiiaethylboron {4) and tri-
-^butylboron (168) do not react with phenyllithium to give 
any phenylboroa ecaapounds although an exothermic reaction 
occurs. With ethyllithium an addition compound, GgHgM-
forias. This is thought to be a coiapound of the 
167. Austin, £. Ohea. Soc,, ^ , 3726 {19BS). 
16S. Johnson,~Sn^ er and Van Campen, ibid.. 60. 115 {1938), 
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type When diborans is treated vfitii ©tiiyllitliiua 
thB substanc® fomed Is lithium borohydrid© (169), 
fSie mstai-metal iiiterconYersion reaction has been ex­
tended to compounds of bismuth. For example, tri-2-^ ®iyl~ 
bimyth and n-butyllithiua in ether solution yield seventy 
pep cent of ^ toluic acid after oarbonation, The reaction 
follows (170); 
C^ -CEgCgH^ jgBi + Sn-C^ HgLi —• 3 ^ -OHgOgH^ Li (a-C4H9)3Bi 
Th& extent of reaction is estimated by carbonating the or-
gaaolithixM coapoimd and isolating the resulting acid. 
Organothallitaa eoapouads react in a siailar manner (1?1). 
A recent study of this reaction between organolead 
and orgaaolithitutt ca^ pounds has been reported (172). 
Althou^  the metal-metal interconversion reaction haa not 
been widely applicable to the preparation of orgaaolithim 
ecaapoundB it does serve soiae useful puz^ oses. For example, 
although organraaetallic radicals, like triphenyllead, are 
thought to be mora reactive tluin the corresponding eoapounds, 
like tetraphenyllead, which have the aetal in a nomal va­
lence state, no means of deteminlag this relative reactivity 
has been poissible until recently. In these oases, neither 
the radicals nor normal compounds have been sufficiently 
169, Schleainger and Brown, lbid>. 62, 3429 {1940), 
170, Gilmaa, Tablonky and Svlgoon, Tbid,, 61. Ilf0(l23d). 
171. Oilaan and ifones, ibid.. «2, 2S5T"{19lo}. 
172. GilJian and Moore, IbM.. H, 3206 (1940). 
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reaetiTs to eosd>ijQe with funotioaal groups, like the ear-
feoayl, 1^ © recent study by Glliaan and Jones (171) on the 
aore rapid addition of phenylthalliua over triphenylthalliua 
to some fuaetioaal groups is the first reported caee of a 
diatinetly reaotire organcaaetalli© radical. A reaotioa was 
needed, therefore, which could be used to determine the 
relative firmness of attachment of E groups to M ia compounds 
like EgM and where RgM is the compoimd with abnormal 
valeaa®, fhe metal-aetal intereonversion reaction serves 
this purpose as is shown by the following observations: 
Tetrapheayllead reacts with n-butyllithiua in ether solu­
tion at a fairly rapid rate aa follows: 
As with the bisJBith ooapounds, the phenyllithiua is readily 
estimated, after carbonation, as benzoic aeid, and the tetra-
-^butyllead ©an be isolated, Triphenyllead reacts more 
rapidly in an apparently analogous mnner. By comparing 
the respective yields of benzoic acid obtained under the 
sane conditions of reaction an estimate of the relative 
firamea^ o^f attachment of the phenyl group to lead in tri­
phenyllead and ia tetrapheayllead is obtained* In such a 
aaaaer it was found that triphenyllead undergoes inter-
conversion with j^ -butyllithiua more rapidly than tetra­
pheayllead, for, where no benzoic acid was obtained with 
the latter empound, the foraier gave thirteen per cent of 
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%hm aoM in a short tiia© reaction. Similarly, it was 
shown that tri-^ -tolyllead is saore reaotiTe than tetra-_g-
tolyllead in this type of interconversion. 
A more coaplet© survey of the relative reactivities 
of organolithiua ccsipounds in various types of reaction is 
given in -the Discussion. 
Another interesting application of the aetal-^ aetal 
interconversion has been made by Ziegler (68) as a jaeans 
of analyzing solutions of alkyllithium ooapounds which 
contain colloidal a®tal or inorganic lithina ccsapoimds, 
lifce lithinia <xx:ide or nitride which react with water to 
form lithina hydroxide. When these impurities are present, 
the determination of the titer of solution by the aoid-
titration method (69) is aeaninglesa, becauiso the value so 
obtained is due not only to the organolithitm coapouad but 
also to the inor^ i^c compounds jfi®ntioned. To avoid 
this difficulty fiegler took advantage of two facts about 
organolithium compounds which had been determined• First 
dibenzyliaercury undergoes metal-metal interconversion with 
alkyllithium coapounds forming benzyllithim and dialkyl-
aercury coapotinds. Second, although the alkyllithium coia-
pounds react only very slowly with alkyl halides, benzyl-
lithium reacts very rapidly with them to form hydrocarbons 
and lithium halides. Briefly, his method of analysis is 
to treat an aliquot of the alkyllithium solution with excess 
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a-butyl bromWe and then with dibenzyliasrcury in smll por­
tions* When the yellcm feoior, due to benzyllithiim, fails 
to appear on the addition of a portion of the mereiirial th® 
reaotion is complete. The lithium broaide thus foriaed is 
determined by a Tolhard analysis and the amount of alkyl-
lithiw compound ©an then be calculated. The reactions 
iflTolTed are shown below: 
2 EU • {CgH5CSH2)2Eg —^  RgHg + 2 CgHsGHgLi 
CgHgCHgLi + ^ -C^ HgBr v LiBr + C6%^ S%l-a 
Other cleavapie reactions. Organolithiua cojapounds cleare 
other types of linkages in addition to those mentioned abOTe 
in interconversion reactions. One of the most important of 
these types is the carbon-oxygen linkage found in ethers. 
2t is more unfortunate that a solvent like diethyl ether, 
which facilitates so aany reactions of organolithiua ©oaapounds, 
should also react with them. A knowledge of the rates of 
cleaTage of this solvent by various organolithiim compounds 
would be most helpful in many ways. The only quantitatire 
study which has been reported (68) is the reaction of 
butyllithium with ether in a mixture of ether and bonsene. 
The cleavage becomes a aatter of importance after about four 
hours, the concentration of n-butyllithiua decreasing to 
one-third its original value in forty-eight hoiirs. Organo-
lithiua compounds like 9-phenanthryllithium and •t-aaphthyl-
lithiaa are reported to cleave ether rapidly but no data 
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are given Tiisre is some question as to just what is 
meant hf **rapidly" for the results on the interconversion 
of o^ -'broaonaphthalene (153) and of some broraophenaiitlirenes 
Cl73jl indicate that tha term cannot mean lesa than a few 
hours* Th© only organolithium compound known to cleaT© 
ether in a matter of minutes is ;t-b^ ityllithiua» iso-Propyl-
and £->butyiiithiua cleav© it more slowly (174), 
Hi©ayllithiuffl has been usod as a reagent for cleaving 
some mixed aromatic aliphatic ethers such as phenyl allyl 
ether and phenyl benzyl ether while others like anisole and 
phenyl ji^ -^ butyl ether are not appreciably affected, even after 
several days (175)• Diethyl ether is alao slowly cleaved 
by phenyliithiusi. When cleavage occurs the aliphatic gTOup 
is removed. This is illustrated for phenyl benzyl ether by 
the follcmdng equationi 
GeHsOCEgCsHs • GgHsU CgHsOH + OeHsCHgCeHs 
Ithyleae oxide, a cyclic ether, reacts with organolithium 
eoapotmds, as with the Grignard reagent, to give<3-hydroxy-
ethyl derivatives. ®bus 4-dibenzofuryllithiuffl and ethylene 
oxide yield 4*(^ -»hydroxyethyl)dibenzofuran (176). It was 
noted above that under certain conditions the cyclic ether 
grouping in c(-oxido ketones does not react with organolithium 
173. Gilaan and Cook, £. Am. Ghea. Soc.. 62» 2813 {1940) . 
174. ISipublished studies By the author, 
175. I^ ttrin^ aus and Slaf, Aagew. Ohea.. 51, 915 (1938J • 
176. Kirkpatrick and Parkar, J. Ohea. Soo., 1123 
(1935). ~ 
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eoi^ oiiitds (see page 48}* 
Grgaiiio sulfur eompousds are also cleaved by or^ co-
lithitm ccMpounds. The disulfides react in the follOHring 
maimer » 
ESSE -•* R*U HSLi • RSR» 
This reaction serves as a method for ohtaining unsymetrical 
thioethers (177). The reaction has been extended to the di-
selenides {178}. Other more cos^ lex eompoimds of sulfur 
have also been cleaved by organolithii;^  compounds* A single 
illuBtratioa (179) will suffice for all these (180, 18li. 
(06%)2| — OfCeHsig (06H5)a=-0(06Hs>8 
/S 
Coupling reactions. As was mentioned in connection with 
halogen-iaetal interconversion, the reaction of organolithiua 
compounds and organic halides usually leads to coupling pro­
ducts if allowed sufficient time for reaction. This fact is 
demonstrated by the results of Marvel (151). Other reactions 
giving coupling products have been run, 9-Fluorenyllithium 
reacts with a-butyl bromide to give 9-jtt-butylfluorene in 
177. Schgnberg and v. Vargha, Ber.. 64, 1390 (1931). 
178. Schonberg, Stephenson, KaTEschailtt, Petersen and 
Schulten, ibid.. 237 (1933). 
179. Schonberg."Sernilc and Urban, ibid.. 6^ , £577 (1931). 
180. SohSnberg and Nickel, ibid.. §4, 2383 (1931). 
181. SchSnberg, Kaltschaitt^ aSF Schulten, ibid.. 66. 245 
(1933). 
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forty-OG© per cent yield (59) and with benzohydryl chloride 
to giv® t-benzohydrylfluorene (182). Indenyllithi«a aM 1-
ehlorohydrindene couple to form l-{l-indeiiyl)hydrind©Be 
(183) while SjS-dipheaylindenyllithiiua and benzyl chloride 
yield the corresponding l-benzyl compound {184)• -^Broao-
-^butylbenzene and phenyllithim give a five per cent yiel# -
of £.-;t-b\itylblphenyl {185), When o(- and'S^ halogenonaph-
thalenes are reacted with lithium in ether and the resultant 
solutions are treated with dimethyl sulfate and hydrolyzed, 
good yi@ld0 of methylnaphthalenes are obtained (186)• o^ -
Picolyllithium and ethyl bromide yield conyrine (187)* 
fh© lithiuia compounds fora^ d by the action of lithium 
metal or organolithiuia coapounds on nitrogen*nitr©g#B double 
bonds also give coupling products with soae reactants, The 
dilithiutt expound of azobenzene (see page S6) reacts with 
diaethyl sulfate to form ]ff,H«-dimethylhydrazobenzene and 
with 1,3-dibroaopropane to give H,H*«»diphenylpyrazolidine 
(135), ©lis coupling reaction, to for® a five-aei^ ered ring, 
is different from the reaction of most of the dilithlum com­
pounds formed by metal addition to ethylenic linkages in that 
183. Ber^ ann, ibid.. 63, 1617 (1930) • 
183* Berpiann and fauba3^ el, ibid*. 65 , 463 (1932), 
184. Bluffl»Ber^ iann, ibid*,. 65, 109 1T932). 
185. V. Gross#, Slavity and Ipatieff, £. Ohem.. 3, 
448 {19381 "" 
186. Yesely and Stursa, Chem. lAsty. 26. 495 (1932) 
 ^717 (1933)7'. 
187. Bergmann and Eosenthal, J", prakt. Qhem.. 135. S67 
(1932). ~ 
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thQ reaotloa of Ija-dibi-oiaopropane simply removes the metal 
atoms ia the latter cases. WOT example l,2~dilitMo-»l,l,2,B-
tstraphenylethaae aad l,S~dibromopropane yield l,l,S,S-t0tra--
phenylethylen® instead of the ©xpected l^ ljSjS-tetrapheayl-
eyclop«ntane (2 J. 
The reaetioa of organolithiuai oompounds with aoid hal-
ides Msaally results in a tertiary oarbiaol. If the organo-
lithiiim ecsapoxiad is of a low order of reactivity, ketones 
may b® formed• for example, S-fluorenyllithiiia and benzoyl 
chloride foim 9-benzoylfluorfine and/or 9,9«-dib®n2oylfluorene, 
the latter resulting from secondary reactions (188, 189, ItO). 
With acetyl chloride 9-acetylfluorens results (59). ji^ -Pieolyl-
lithioa and benzoyl chloride react to form oc-phenaoylpyridine 
which soon decoaposes (187). If 2,7-dia©thyl-4»-bro2iohydrin-
dene is treated with lithima in ether and o<-Baphthoyl chloride 
is added, a compound, thought to be 2,7-dia©thyl-4-(l-naphthoyl) 
hydrindene, is one of the products isolated following hydrolysis. 
1^ , Sehlenk and Bergjiann, Ber., 62, 745 (1929). 
18t» Pfeiffer aad Lfibbe, IblBfT. 6^ 7 762 (1930). 
190. Kliegl, Weng and Wiesi. ibi^ T. 65. 1262 (1930). 
* flie dimgo&al llae si^ ifles th&t the reaction does not 
felloir the course indleated. 
* Br{GH2)3Br ^  
H, 
'2 
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Aaetiier rather surprising product obtained in this reaction 
is o(-Haphtlioio anhydride (55). 
Eeactiocs with aalts. Inorganic halides raaet with 
orgaaolithiu® co®poimds to foim less rsaotiv© organoaetallio 
ec^ pouads, fh© gsnsral reaction aay ba writtan as follows: 
Eii • MX > m * ux 
There are several examples of this reaction, Benzyllithiua 
reaets with mercuric chloride to for® dibenzyliasrcury (43), 
Phenyllithim and cadmium chloride (191) or bromide (192) 
yield dipheayloadaiim, jg^ Diaethylaaainophenylllthiua and 
aagnesiua iodide yield ^ dimethylaainophenylaagnesiija iodide 
(193)• Orgaaothallitta eompounds have been prepared by a 
V 
miaber of investigatora using this method, Thallous chloride 
(m, 194, 195), thailie chloride (195) and organothallitM 
chlorides (171, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198) have been used, 
I^ d chloride, stannic chloride and organolead halides react 
with organolithiua compounds to fora simple compounds of 
these aetals (167, 199). In some oases the end product is 
not the ooiapound having the aetal in its normal raleno© state 
191. Silaaa and leison, Rec. trav. chim,. 55. 518 (1936). 
192. Seaaieyaaev and Ifekarova. J. Gen, 'bhea. tXT.S.S.R.) 7, 
8649 (1937) /~G.A., g^ 5"ll9S58l7^  
Its. tJnpublish€Ma studies Sy R. H. Kirby, 
194. Birch, £• 0hea. Soc.. 1130 (1934). 
195. Metnikov aadjSracheTa, £. Gen, gfaea. (^ J.S.S.H.) 6, 
634 (1936) , ^0, 5^ 57^ 93^ 77 
196. Sroll, S. Am. Chea. Soc., 5g, 2998 (1930). 
197. Boohow iSad'^ enniS. ibid'.. W. 486 (1935). 
198. Oilman and Jones, ilbid.. 617 1513 (1939). 
199. Gilaan and fowne, IBB:.. H, 739 (1939). 
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bat is aaa orgaaoaetalllc radical. Thus, ^-naphthyllithitm 
and l®ad ohlorid® yield six to ten per sent of tri-t(-
aaphthyllead under special conditions {200). e^ reaction 
of an organolead halide with an optically active organo-
lithiim eoaapomid has been carried out. Unfortunately* 
the organolead ccaapound formed, which should exist in two 
diastereoisomeric foras, could not be resolved (62). 
Tarious attempts have been made to prepare nitrogen 
compound© in which five hydrocarbon groups are attached to 
the nitrogen atom. Some organolithiua coa^ otinds have been 
used in one of these studies. Marvel and coworkers have 
reacted quaternary aaaaoniua compounds with organolithiua 
cofflpounds in the hope that the following reaction would 
take place (44)s 
E4HX • R»Li —* LiX 
fhis reaction did not take place. As end products, ter­
tiary amines and hydrocarbons were obtained. In no case 
did the tertiary amine contain an R ^ oup that was not 
present in the quaternary salt, indicating that inter­
mediate formation of followed by decomposition, 
probably did not ocetir. 'Phis reaction was extended to 
the corresponding phosphonium (201) and arsonium (73) 
aOO. ailman and Bailie, ibid.. §1, 731 (1939). 
201. Oof f man and Marvel, ibid.. §1^  3496 (192S). 
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coi^ ouads with siiailar results. Tungsten hsxaohiorid® and 
phenyllitliima react to fora, after hydrolysis, co^ ounds 
with the foriEiilas {CgHgWjgOiTH^  amA much 
is known of the nature of these compounds (202). Soas or-
ganio salts, such as lithium benzoate, react with organ©-
lithim coapounds to give good yield© of ketones (111). 
CeH5-|-0Li 4 ELi —> 0gH5|—B > GeHg-g-B 
Misoellaneoos reactions. Mention has been made of the 
necessity of preparing and manipulating organolithiua com­
pounds in an inert atiaosphere free of carbon dioxide, oxygen 
and water vapor. The reaction of organolithiiMi ooapotands 
with the first of these substances has already been dis­
cussed. With oxygen the products are not so definite, being 
dependent on such factors as the nature of the organolithiua 
compound and solvent. When alkyllithium compounds are oxi­
dized by dry air, good yields of the corresponding alcohols 
are obtained. n-Butyllithium yields seventy-five per cent 
of a-butanol in this reaction (83). 
n-G^ H^ U • %—^  n-C^ HgOH 
'Ehe aryllithiua compounds are more erratic. In ether solution 
ph«nyllithim gives only eighteen per cent of phenol and 
sixty-four per cent of biphenyl. Other aryllithium ca^ ounds 
SOg, Hein and Kebe, Haturvifissenschaften. 26, 93 (1940). 
f. 
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gire similar Mgh yields of coupling products (83). If the 
ether is coapletely removed before oxidation the yields of 
phenol and coupliag product are practically equal, Bther-
free pheayllithiua yields tv/enty-fiv© per cent of phenol and 
of biphenyl {203), When phenyllithiua is oxidized with tetra-
lin peroxide is ether solution a ninety per cent yield of 
phenol is obtained (83)* 
Organolithim compounds act as dehydrogenating agents 
in some oases* Bienyllithiua or n-butyllithiua convert 1,4-
dihydrodibenzofuran to dibenzofuran. l^ i-Dihydronaphthalene 
and l,4-dlphenyl-'S-buten0 are also dehydrogenated by these 
reagents {g04), as is l,4-dihydrodiben2othioph©ne (205). 
l,2,3,4-'Tetrahydrodibenzofuran, however, yields about five 
per cent of the 6«-acid with phenyl- or ^ -tolylllthii^  (SOS), 
Sehydrogeaation was not observed in this case, "^ is reaoval 
of hydrogen was also noted in the reaction of phenyllithiua 
with 8«pheayl<*9-»methoxy-peri~naphthind&n-7~Qne {see page 43), 
When organolithiua compounds are treated with hydrogen, 
reduction to hydrocarbons results (207), The rate of reduc­
tion is not affected by such substances as platinum and 
palladiUiM which usually facilitate reductions with hydrogen, 
EOS, PacevitE and Gilman, 3", Aa, Chem, Soc., 61, 1603 (1939), 
204, ai3jian and Bradley, ibidTT 
205, Gilaan and Jacoby, f* Ovk* 2.» (1938). 
206, CJilaan, Smith and Cheney, J. Aia, Chea, Soc,. 57. 2095 
(1935), 
207, dilaan, Jacoby and Ludeman, ibid., 60. 2336 (1938), 
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The reaction proceeds as follows: 
ELi + Hg > m * LiH 
n'itii water th© organolithiua compounds yield hydro-
earboas and lithium hydroxide. Similarly, with secondary 
amines the reaction results in a hydrocarbon and a disub-
stituted lithium aaide (126, 200), The general reaction 
followst 
IgM * BIA —^  BH -' • RgHH • fiH + MOH 
1^ 10 reactions with hydrogen, water and secondary amines 
are obTiously siailar in that they all produce hydrocarbons, 
l^^ ese reactions are not of great value in syntheses. 
There are a nus^ er of laiseellaneous reactions of ainor 
iaportanee shown by organolithiuia compounds. Carbon disul­
fide reacts with organolithiua compounds to give sulfur 
analogs of carboxyllc acids {1?8}. 
ELi • CSg HOSSH 
i^ enyllithiuffl reacts with methozyaaine at -10 to -15® to 
fora aniline in sixty-three per cent yield (209). When 
soiae organoaetallie compounds react with nitrogen trioxide, 
diazoaium eompounde are formed, but the organolithiua com­
pounds do not give this reaction (197). Phenyllithixjm, when 
heated for four to two hundred hours in ether or xylene with 
208. 2iegler, Iberle and Ohlinger, Aim.. 504. 94 (1933). 
809. Shererdina and Kocheshkov, Pen. Chem.. (U.S.S.8.), 
8, 1825 (1938) £'0.A,, 33, ISOSnisHU-
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®etale like aagaasiuia, aareiiry, tin aad lead, fora« as 
as twejQty'-serea per oeat of the phenyl compounds of tbsse 
metals (48). Strangely enough, n-butyllithiiim is not affec­
ted by two or forty per cent so4iua amalgams (42), 
Oarbon monoxide is reported to react with phenyllithium 
to give i^ ,«>-'4ipheaylaeetophenon0 (135) but no Setaila are 
giiren, fhe jreaotion of carbon monoxide with the eorrespond-
iag Orignard reagent takes place at higher temperatures to 
form bsnzil (211). 
lith H-methylformanilide, 2,6-diaethosyphenyllithiTsa 
reacts to yield 2, S-diiaethoxybenzaldehyde in good yield (135). 
aiO. Makarova and Nesmeyanov, ?, Gen. Ghem. (U.S.S.E.), 9, 
771 (1939); ^ .A., 39t (IMOj/^  
211. fisoher and StoTfers. Ann.. 500, 253 (1933). 
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MPSRIMSKTAL 
Preparation of iulkyllltfaiiia 
Til© preparation of organolithiua eoapouads in diethyl 
ether solutions has been adequately described by earlier 
workers {42, 51). No significant changes in either tech­
nique or yields have been made since these comprehensiire 
studies were reported. 
It has recently been deiaonstrated (67) that petroleum 
ether, boiling point 28-38®, is an excellent solvent in which 
to prepare the lower alkyllithium oompounds by the reaction 
between alkyl halides and lithium metal. The technique in­
volved in this method is somewhat different than that used 
for the preparations in diethyl ether, so a general procedure 
Is given at this point. 
the conventional apparatus, consisting of a two himdred 
fifty ail. three-neclced flask fitted with gas-tight mechanical 
stirrer, reflux ooadenser and dropping funnel, is flushed with 
dry nitrogen, free of oxygen aad carbon dioxide. Fifty al. 
of dry, **uasaturate-free'* petroleum ether (b.p. 28-38®) is 
placed in the flask. Slightly more than seven-tenths gram 
of llthim is rasped (67) directly into the flask, throu^  
a paper cone or funnel, in an emerging stream of nitrogen. 
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Five-lHm4r@dths aiole of the desired alkyl balide (the ohlo-
rides give best yields), dissolved in fifty al. of solreat, 
is placed is th® dropping funnel. The reaction vessel is 
heated until the solvent refluxes gently and the halide 
solution is dropped in slowly, with rapid stirring. ThB 
reaetion soon starts, as is evidenced by an increase in the 
rat® of reflux and the appearance of the lithium particles. 
These particles soon beooais scaiewhat blue in color and no 
longer float on the surface of the solvent, ®ie halide is 
added over a period of about an hour. After the addition 
is eoiapleted, refluxing and stirring are continued until no 
evidenee of reaction is visible. I^ is is easily determined 
by reaoving the heat source and stopping the stirrer. If 
unreacted halide remains, its reaction with the lithiua 
causes a bubbling of the solvent around the lithiua. If no 
nbubbling is observed the reaetion is substantially ooaplete. 
fhe reaction Jiixture is allowed to stand, under nitrogen, to 
allow the suspended material to settle. Standing overnight 
is recofflaended to insure oomplete reaoval of organic halide, 
fhe supernatant liquid is decanted into the filtration ap­
paratus C6?) and filtered, h^e volme of filtrate is adjusted 
to one hundred ml, by addition of solvent and an aliquot is 
removed &M hydrolyzed. Titration of ^ is hydrolyzed portion 
with standard acid permits the determination of the concen­
tration of alkyllithiua compound and the yield obtained. The 
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residue fro® the reaction is oonvsnieatly disposed of hy 
adding it, in siaall portioas, to a large volume of water 
in a \fell~ventilated hood. 
h^ia method has been used successfully with the lotYsr 
alkyl halidas including a~aayl chloride, Mathyllithium oan» 
not be prepared in this maaner because of its insolubility 
in the petroleum ether. Sthyllithiua appears to b© of 
limited solubility, also. 
fhe yields of alkyllithiua compounds obtained by the 
abore mthod are given in Table I. 
Table I 
TieMs of Some Mkyllithiaa Qompouads 
Halide used 
Ithyl Brc^ id® 
-^Propyl Bromide 
a-.jpr©pyl Chlorid© 
Tso*groDvl Bromide 
iso-Propyl Chloride 
Sf-Butyl Bromide 
•^Butyl Ohloride 
iso-Butyl Chloride 
s-gutyl Chlorid© 
t-Butyl Chloride 
H«-Ai^ l Chloride 
The preparation of Jb«batyllithium demands special care, 
fhe t-»bu%l chloride used must be scrupulously purified and 
dried beffrre use. Redistillation just before use is rectMa-
aeaded. Tte preparation, at the present tise, is very erratic 
and highly remindful of the similar preparation of t-butyl-
aagnesium chloride. 
in Petroleum Ether 
 ^Yield 
50 
60 
85 
15 
75 
70 
85 
85 
05 
50 
85 
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Th© values in tii® above table are the yields to be ex­
pected under ordinary conditions, vlith somewhat slower 
addition of the iialide solution, higher yields are often 
obtained. The yields in larger-sized preparations imy be 
somewhat lower. 
Interconyargion 
Th® effects of most of the important factors in halogen-
metal interconversion already have been reported (67, 153). 
Hlhe further investigations made on the nature of the rea©-
tants are given here. 
o<-B3?oj^ naphthalene and n-aiayllithiua. 
Eiegler has observed that j^ -propyllithiim adds to 1,1-
diphenylethylens i^ re rapidly than ethyl- or ^ -butyllithiua 
(68). Since ja-propyllithiua also appeared laore effective 
than ethyl- and n-butyllithiuja in halogen-metal intereonver-
sion it seemed worthwhile to try n-aEiyllithium in this latter 
reaction to see if th® alkyllithium cmpounds with an odd 
number of carbons were more effective than those with an even 
niiusflber of carbons. 
An equivalent quantity of oc-brcmonaphthalene was added 
to a 0.25 molar solution of _n-arayllithluia in ether. The solu­
tion was stirred at rocaa temperature and all quota were removed 
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aad carbonated at tim intervals corresponding to those used 
for the otiier raactions (153). "The results of this experiment 
are given below in Table II, 
fable II 
Tields of e^ oMaiahthoie Acid from tf-Broiaoaaphthaleiie 
and n»iim^ Tithium 
Tiae (mtn,) Tield % 
0.5 58 
1.0 59 
5.0 58 
10. 47 
30. 56 
e<;-'SrofflK>aaphtb.aleae and iaomeric allteyllithium ooagoaads. 
la order to compare the relative reactivities of various 
isomsrie alJcyllithium compounds in halogen-aetal intercon-
version the aetion of these compounds on of-bromojaaphthalene 
was examined. Low-boiling petroleum ether was used as sol­
vent to avoid ooaplicating side reactions such as cleavage. 
As equivalent quantity of <K-br0M0iiaphthalene was added to a 
0.25 molar solution of each of the alkyllithium compounds 
listed In fable III. Allquots were removed and carbonated 
as usual, the yields being caloulatad from th© weights of 
oc-aaphthoic acid isolated. 
02 -
fable III 
Xlelds of -Saphthole Aeid from v^-Broisonaphthalene 
fn •getyolmM^ er 
f iate a>03%Li r»C4%U ly>-OAHbLl 8-04%U ^ 4^%^  
15 10 12 77 26 
WO 11 n 17 16 81 32 
60 18 •m 27 24 ao 34 
ISO 21 47 40 35 63 30 
«c~Ba*oiaonaPlithaleiie and n-MIZleodlm. 
For t^e purpose of oomparlson, an al^lsodlum compound 
was reaoted vlth oc^bremonaphtSialene In petrol ena ether. 
A auepenelon of a-lmtylsoditmj, prepared f»»B 10 g. 
(0.032 oole) of dl-n-butylmerouiT^ and 7 g. (0.3 g. atom) 
of aodiua vlre in t«ro hundred ml. of low->bolllng petroleum 
ether* vae stirred vXth 13.5 g. (0.065 mole) of •c-broso-
naphthalene, fhe reaotlon mixture was held at approximately 
35* by a ©old water bath. Allquots were removed and oar^ 
bonated. She yields of '^-naidithole acid obtained are given 
in fable IV. fhe values given are only approximate as the 
insolubility of the organosodlum compounds made the removal 
of an aliquot rather diffieult. 
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Table lY 
Yields of o(*HaDhtooio Acid from oc -Braiaonaplitfaalene 
"* and o«'Butylsodiuta 
fine Yield i^ ) 
2 
4 
8 
16 
17 
20 
28 
28 
lateroopyersion 
Gontinuing the studies recently reported {17S), other 
sxpsriments war© carried out to furthar deter^ ae the effect 
of Tarious reaetants in aetal-aetal interoonT«rsioa. ?h.e 
©xp8ria®atg include reactions of other organoalkali eoaa-
poimds with organio compounds of lead and also of tin and 
aereury, 
e^traphenyllead and alkyllithtua compounds. 
To 0.06 laole of each of the organolithium compounds in 
250 ml. of ether was added 0,0146 mole of finely powdered 
tetrapheayllead. The aixtures v;er© stirred at rooa temper­
ature and aliquots were reaoved and carbonated at suitable 
intervals. %e yields of benzoic acid isolated are given 
in Table ¥. 
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a^ble ? 
TisMs of Benzoic Acid from Tetraphenyllaad in 3ther 
Ti®e (hrs.) n-C3H7l.i n—Oj^ L^i 
0.S 45 40 38 
1.0 56 45 45 
2.0 58 48 49 
4,0 61 54 52 
7.0 65 59 54 
TetraahenylXead and mQthylXitttiua> 
A solution of 0,54 sole of methylllthiua in ©thor was 
stirred with 0,0126 aole of tetrapfaenyllead. At the end of 
tlirse hours an aliquot was removed and oarlaonated. Ho benzoic 
acid waa isolated from this aliquot. The reiaainder of the 
reaction lairture was carbonated after a reaction time of 
fifteen hours, fhe benzoic acid isolated corresponded to 
forty per cent cleaTage of the tetraphenyllead, 
fetraphenyllead and phanylethynyllithima. 
An ether solution of 0,11 ®ole of |i-butyllithium was 
treated with an equivalent quantity of pheaylacetylene. The 
resulting solution of phenylethynyllithium, CgHgCaCLi, was 
diluted to 300 ml. and 0,02 mole of tetraphenyllead was added, 
?fa@ mixture was stirred at room temperature and aliquots were 
removed after five, seventeen, twenty-nine and sixty-seven 
hours. From the acidic material produced by earbonating these 
aliquots no benzoic acid could be isolated. The recovery of 
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tetraphenylleafi was eighty-seven per cent. 
fetgapfaenyllead and no-butylsodiuia. 
M stispeasion of a-butyisodiua was prepared in S50 al, 
of petroleum ether (b.p. 85-100®) by treating 0,032 mole of 
di«^ butylmereury witli excess sodium laetal. To this sus­
pension was added 0.012 laole of tetraphenyllead, Th© mixture 
was stirred at room temperature and aliqi«>ts were remoTed 
and carbonated as usual, 1?h0 yields of benzoic acid isolated, 
calculated on the basis of total cleavage of the organolead 
ooapouad, are gi^ rea in fable VI, Due to the difficulty of 
TBmmlae a representative sample of the reaction mixture, 
the yields are to be taken as approximate. Under these con­
ditions tetraphenyllead is not appreciably affected by sodiiia 
aetal (172), 
Table n 
Yields of Benzoic Acid from Tetraphenyllead and 
n-Butylsodtua 
Time (hrs,) Yield it) 
S 
4 
8 
18 
19 
25 
S5 
23 
Tetraethyllead and phenyllithlum. 
To 450 al. of ether containing 0,30 sjole of phenyllithiua 
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was added G»067 aole of tetrasthyllead. At tiia end of two 
bours an aliquot was removed and carbonated, fhe resiaiader 
of the reaction solution waa carbonated at the end of twelve 
hours. Mo propionic acid was isolated from either portion 
aor was any phenyllead compound isolated fro® the recovered 
tetrasthyllead. Th® recovery of tetraethyllead was ninety-
five per cent. 
Frefereatlal cleavage of radicals from organelead oogpouads. 
Since diph@nyldi-£-tolyllead had given preferential 
cleavage of the ^ -tolyl group over the phenyl group with 
butyllithiuBi {19B} this reaction was extended to other unsyia-
metrical or^ anolead compounds. 
To 0.004 sole of each of the organolead compounds, dis­
solved in 65 ai. of ether, was added 0.004 mole of ^ -butyl-
lithium in 10 al. of ether« The solutions were stirred for 
ten minutes and then carbonated. Ho isolation of the organo­
lead coapounds formed was attainted. "Hie cos^ ositioas of 
the acid mixtures, as calculated from neutralization data, 
are given in fable ?II. 
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Table 711 
Prefereatial Cleavage of Radloala from OrRajaoleait Coagoimds 
Tetrapfaejsyltla and a^ butyHithluia. 
A solution of Q,Q6 mole of ^ -butyllithiua in ether was 
added to a solution of 0.003 mole of tetraphenyltin in an 
equal Tolums of benaene. This solution was refluaced for 
twenty-four hours at 55* and then carbonated. Hie products 
were isolated by customary prooeduree. Tetra-n-butyltin 
ihmp*^ Q 140«i44*) was obtained in eighty^ ono per cent yield. 
A forty-eight hour run yielded eighty-eight per cent of the 
alkyltin ©offlpound, which was identified by its refractive 
index and density. The yields of benzoic acid were thirty-
six per cent and twenty-one per oen% respectively. 
A similar reaction was run using benzene as solrent (so 
ether present). Carbonation yielded only a trace of benzoic 
acid* 
Another experiment, using petroleum ether (b.p. 85-100®) 
as solvent, yielded no benzoic acid subsequent to carbonation 
and hydrolysis after heating for twenty-four hours at 
{G6Hg)3l^ (GeK4Cl-£) 
CGgHs)gFb{Cs%Cl.a)2 
C ) gPb {Cfig40%.£)^  
0<»M3omd Composition (!l) of Acid Mlrfeure 
CgHsCOgH, B4; ^ -ClCfi^ COgH, 76. 
Gg%COgH, 2; ^ -ClCgH^ COgH, 08. 
21; £-C®[3CgH4G0gH, 79. 
Tetraphenyltin and benzylsodiuia. 
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A suspension of benzyXsodium prepared (150) froa 4.1 g. 
of oiilorobeaaene and 1.4 g. of soditm in SO ml, of toluene 
was stirred with 0.004 mole of totraphanyltin for twenty-four 
hours at 107®. Garbonation produced no benzoic acid and 
ninety par cent of the tin compound was recovered. 
fetra*®-chlorophenyltia and a-*butyllithlum. 
A solution of 0.004 arole of tstra-£-chloropiienyltin in 
§5 al. of ether was stirred with 0.004 aole of n-butyllithium 
in 10 al. of ether for ten minutes and then carbonated. The 
•^ehlorobenzoio acid obtained corresponded to seventy-two 
per cent cleavage based on the removal of one group or to 
eighteen per cent of the tin compound used. Ho isolation 
of the possible tin compounds forared was attempted. 
In a similar experiment, run in benzene-petroleum ether 
iBiX) for four hours, the yield of £-ohlorobenzoic acid was 
only forty per cent as compared to the seventy-two per cent 
in tea minutes in ether. After eight hours the yield of acid 
corresponded to forty-five per cent cleavage. 
1^ etga-p»chlorophenyltin ^  Isoaeric b^ tyll|,thj.\#| compounds. 
To detersdae the relative reactivities of the various 
iscaoeric butyllithium compounds in metal-aetal interconver-
sion these four compounds were reacted with tetra-j-chloro-
phenyltin in low-boiling petroleum ether. This solvent was 
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aaoessary to avoi^  ooaplioatiag side reactions. 
Solutions of eaoh of the hutyllithium coapouads were 
prepared in petroleiia ether {b.p, gS-SS") and these were 
diltited to 0,10 molar. To 200 ml, (0,02 mole) of each of 
these solutions was added 0,005 mole of tetra-^ ehloro-
pheayltia. The aixturcm were stirred at ro(m tea^ eratiire 
and aliquots were reiaoTed and carbonated. In Table Till 
are giren the yields of £«-chlorob0n2oic acid obtained, The 
yields are calculated on the basis of complete olearage of 
the org€iaotin compoiind. 
Table Till 
Tields {^ ) of p-Chlorobenzoi c Acid from 
Tetra'-p-chloropheayltin 
Time (hrs.) iso^ H^^ Li a«C4gQU t^ G4^ EgLl 
0,5 e 8 5 0 
1,0 13 IE 9 0 
g.O 19 19 16 0 
4,0 26 19 2£ 0 
Tetra^ p-ohlorophenyltin with phenyl- and methyllithittm. 
In order to ocrapare the reactivities of phenyl- and 
methyllithiia® with the other lithium compounds mentioned 
above, 0.0<^  aole of tetra-£-0hlorophenyltin was added to 
0,02 fflole of aa ether solution of phenyllithium and me thyl-
lithiua. The solutions were stirred at rocaa temperature for 
fifteen minutes and then carbonated, 'Ebe yield of £-chloro-
100 « 
beazoie aoM isolated froa the phenyllltliium reaotioa oizture 
was the yield In the oase of metliylllthiua was 55^ , 
Sibeazylaiercury and metfayllithixam. 
A solution of 0.01 mole of dibenzylaercury in 200 ml, 
of ether was stirred with 0,02 aole of aothyllithiija in 100 
ml. of ether, Aliquots were remored and carbonated as usual, 
fhe yields of phenylacetic acid, calculated on the basis of 
total cleavage of the organoaerctiry cmpound, are given in 
fable IX. 
Table IX 
of Phenylaoetic Aoid froia Sibenzyliieroury 
and Metfaylllthium 
flBfce {ain.) Yield 
O.S 79 
5.0 77 
30.0 73 
PlbeazylBiereury with n- and t-butyllithim. 
solutions of 0.005 Ewle of dibenzylaeroury in ISO ml. 
Of benzene were added separately 0.01 mole of and ^ -butyl-
lithium in §0 ad. of low-boiling petroleum ether. The solu­
tions were stirred and aliquots were reaoTed and carbonated, 
fhe yields of pheaylacetie acid obtained are givea in Table 
1. ©le yields are calculated on the basis of total cleava^  
of the dibenzylaeroury. 
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Table X 
Yields of Pfaeaylacetlc Aoid from Dibeazylmerciiiry with 
aa<£ i»BtttyTlitliium 
Time {fflia.) 0-0411911 t-C4H9lii 
B 53 15 
5 50 15 
15 40 15 
PloiieaylaercurT with a- aad t-butyllithium. 
Stperimeats^  similar to those abore, wer© nm replacing 
the dibeazylmercury by diphoaylmeroury. Bie yields of benzol© 
aeid obtaiaed ar® giyen in Table XI. The yields are calcu­
lated on th© aaas basis as before; total cleayage of the 
orgaamereury ooapouad. 
Table XI 
Yields {#) of Benzols Aoid froa Dipheaylfflereury with aad 
t-Butyliithium 
Time lala.) n-G^ HgU t-C^ HgUL 
2 65 10 
5 65 13 
15 6g 13 
Hates of oleavaae by a-batyllithium. 
A ecaiparisoa of the rates of cleavage of tetrapheayllead 
tetrapheayltia and tetra-^ -tolyllead by ^ -butyllithiaa was 
mde by adding equivalent amounts of a-butylllthiua to solu­
tions of eaoh of the above-meatioaed coapouads, stirring for 
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thiirfey iaiautes and then earboaating. Check runs were imde 
ia ®a«h cas®» The results of this series are giTen In Table 
XII, The pereentagss are, as usual, based on the quantities 
of aoids isolated. 
Table 221 
Rates of Cleavage by n~Butyllithiim 
Ooaoound  ^Oleavaa^ e 
Tetraphenyllead 30 
fetraphenyltin 45 
Tetra-o-tolyllead 3 
Miiosl^ aagoua 
Attempted InterooBveraions of triphenyl-p-brcaaopheoyllead• 
Attempts to convert the £;-broaophenyl radical la triphenyl-
£-bro!aophenyllead to the £-carboxyphenyl radical by halogen-
aetal interooaversion followed by earbonation have thus far 
been unsuccessful. 
To a benzene-petroleiua ether solution of 0.007 mole of 
triphenyl-£»brQaophenyllead was added 0,015 mole of t-butyl~ 
lithium ia petroleum ether. The solution was stirred at room 
temperature. An aliquot, removed after fifteen minutes, gave 
no lead-containing acid following earbonation and hydrolysis. 
The resiilt was the same at the end of an hour. 
The experiment was repeated using s-butyllithiua in place 
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Of the t-butyllithiuia. Here, also, no lead-eoataining acid 
Wis isolated. Recovery of the triphenyl-j^ -broaiophenyllead 
averaged above ninety per cent. 
Addition of isomeric butyllithluxa compoxmds to laostilbeae. 
In order to coapar© the relative reactivities of the 
is^ r^ic butyllithium compounds as regards their addition 
to ethylenic linkages, the addition to 1,1-diphenyiethylene 
(isostilbene) was studied. The extent of reaction was es-
tliaated by carbonatioa and hydrolysis. The weights of acid 
obtained were made the basis of the calculation of per cent 
of addition. This method is unsatisfactory since the acids 
produced are not piire and may consist of mixtures. Further 
work must be done on this reaction before definite conclu­
sions may be safely drawn. 
Iqudmolar quantities of isostilbene and n-, iso. and 
s«butyllithium were mixed separately in benzene«petroleum 
ether solution* Another itin was made using s,- and ib-butyl«-
lithium with isostilbene in petroleuia ether alone. The re­
sults of these experia^ nts are given in Table XIII. 
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Table XIII 
Mflitloa of Isc^ ric ItJilum Compounas to Isostilbene 
flae (lU-'aj n^ BuLl Iso-BuLl S-BuM t-BiiLi 
(benzene-petroleum ether) 
8 
48 
12 
35 
13 
37 
82 
82 
(petroleum ether) 
8 
48 
13 
90 
7 
18 
Clesyage of diph«ayldi«p«'ehlorophenyllead by hydrogen chloride. 
A solution of 0,05 mole of diphenyldl«£-ohlorophenyl-
lead in benzene was treated with dry hydrogen chloride gas 
until no further precipitate fonaed. The addition of gas 
was continued for thirty minutes after this stage was reached. 
The precipitate was then dried and analyzed for lead. The 
calculated percentages of lead in each of the possible lead 
compounds formed are as follows: 
Anal: Pb, Found: 43.18^ , 43.30^  
The aboye conditions are those whlfih usually lead to 
remoyal of two groups from an H^ Pb compound. On this basis 
the analysis corresponds to a mixture of EgFbClg cos^ o^unds 
(Cg%)2PbGl2 
(CgHg) (£.ClCeI%)PbCl2 
ClrClCgH^ ) gl^ Glg 
Fb « 47.92^  
Pb 44.37^  
Pb " 41.32^  
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witli ths £-olilorophenyl group being present in neater 
(quantity than the phenyl group. 
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DISCTJSSIC^  
The orgaaolithium compounds, on the whole, are most 
©oaTSjaiently prepared by the reaction of organic bromides 
or ohlorides with lithium in diethyl ether. The more reac-
tiT© alkyllithiua corapounds, however, may be conveniently 
and more satisfactorily prepared by replacing the diethyl 
ether with low-boiling petroleum ether as the solvent for 
the reaction# Not only does this solvent permit hi^ er 
yields to be obtained but the restilting solutions of organo-
lithium compounds may be freed of iliorganic by-^ products by 
the use of a aiiaple, easily constructable filtratioh apparatus# 
The advantagesoffered by this method of preparation have been 
outlined previously (see page 33), The use of petroleum 
ether as a solvent has permitted the preparation of a new 
organolithiua compound, t-butyllithium. All types of satu­
rated alkyllithium compounds are now known, namely those in 
the metal atom is attached to a primary, to a secondary 
and to a tertiary carbon atom. The rapid cleavage of ether 
by j&-butyllithiiia shows why previous attesjyfjts to prepare this 
conipound in ether were predestined to failure. 'Oie fact 
jgo-pyopyl- and ^ -butyllithium also cleave ether fairly 
rapidly explains the uhsatisfaetory yields of these coa^ ounds 
when prepared in diethyl ether solution. Unfortunately, the 
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aryllitMiiia coiapoujida and methyllithluai are insolubl® in 
p®trol®TM ether and so no improvement in tlieir preparation 
is possible by using this solvent. 
fhe advantages of being able to use elear, water-white 
solutions of alkyllithiua compounds are numerous. The ab-
senee of interfering by-produots and a knowledge of the 
aotual eoneentration of organoiaetallic eoapound are among 
the aore Important of these. These are espeoiedly signifi-
oant in rate studies and deteriainations of relative reae» 
tivities as will be discussed later. 
A study of the factors affecting halogen-metal inter-
conversions has shown raany of these to be quite general, a 
fact which has been used to advantage in subsequent studies. 
The most important of these general factors, with a given 
organic halide and alkyllithiua eoapound, is the solvent 
used* for mximum yields of interconversion product the use 
of petroleum ether is recoraaended, as this solvent allows a 
satisfactory rate of halogen-aetal interconversion in most 
oases but sei^ alngly inhibits other reactions such as isetala-
tion and aetal-a^ tal interconversion. Where halogen-iaetal 
Interconversion is the desired reaction with a cojEapound 
which also has other functional groups which react with 
orgaaolithium compounds, it is often advisable to use diethyl 
ether as solvent and allow the reaction to proceed for a very 
short time at a low temperature. This method has been used 
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sueeessfiilly witli eompotmds like o-broaoaitrobonzen©, broao-
aad iodobenzoio acids {153) and witb bromine ooapouads of 
pyridine and quinoline (154)* 
la tb© abssnee of other fimotional groups the laost 
intereonversion is obtained with oompounds haTing the 
lithium attached to a secondary carbon atom. Sither iso-" 
propyl- or SH-butyllithim my b© used, th© £-butyllithiua 
being slightly more effectire in this case. The us© of 
nuaderat© conoentrationa is recoiaaended to obtain good yields 
of interooaversion products in reaaonable lengths of time. 
Although th© polar solvents, such as th© ethers, give the 
most rapid rates of halogen-aetal interoonversion, th© us© 
of these solvents is liiaited. Heactiotis in which th© or-
gan^ etallic compounds formed corabine instantly with th© 
desired reactants may be rim in these solvents. For ©xaaple, 
if the desired reaction is that between jg^ -ohlorophenyl-
lithiua and a compound like benzonitrile, the reacticm 
could be carried out in th© following mannor. To an ©th©r 
solution of a-butyllithiuia is added an equivalent quantity 
of ^ brosKJChlorobenzene followed, after a short time (oa. 
ten minutes)r by the calculated quantity of benzonitrile• 
Eoactions proceeding at a lowdr rate shotild not be run in 
ether because the coupling reaotion would probably be more 
rapid and poor yields of th© desired compounds would be ob­
tained. 
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The kind of organolithium coapound used has an impor­
tant ©ffoet as has boon demonstrated by the studies with 
o(-bromophthalen©. Under conditions where ^ -propyllithiua 
gives a ninety-fiv© per cent intareonversion, only a trace 
of intsreonversion product is obtained with aethyllithiua, 
Mothyllithium is recoroiended as a reagent of choice for the 
aetalation of soae broiao compounds where halogen-metal 
inter conversion is not desired, 1?his recoraaendation has 
been substantiated by the metaletion of several bromodi-
phenyl ethers (£12). 
fhe metal-ffletal interconversion reaction seeas quit© 
general. Gases are known involving organic compounds of at 
least one metal in Groups II, III, IV and 7 of the Periodic 
System. Vfliether or not the reaction is xmiversal remains to 
be established* It is likely so, however, insofar as true 
opgaacMaetallic o<^ ounds are concerned. 
In the investigations reported here the most outstanding 
factor was the effect of the solvent. Th© effect of the 
nature of the solvent is iaore diverse than in the case of 
halogen-aetal interconversion. The latter reaction toolc 
place in all the solvents oxasdned, but in the former case 
reaction was often completely inhibited. This again illus­
trates the Important role played by solvents in organic 
212. Unpublished studies by Vlf. Langham, R. Q. Brewster aM 
H. Oilaan. '*• 
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reaotlons and ©n^ liasizes the fact that diethyl ether is still 
on© of th© best solvents for reactions of organoaQtallio eoia-
pounds, althou^  it is cleaved more or less rapidly by may 
siich coapouafis. Diethyl ether is not indispensable, however, 
for all the types of interoonversion can be carried out with­
out using this solvent. 
An interesting observation mad© during the earlier phases 
of thie study of i^ tal-metal interconversion was that dif­
ferent organic radicals were cleaved froa the metallic atom 
at different rates. Soa® subsequent experiments were oiade 
to deteraine the order in which soiae of these radicals were 
cleaved, llharasch and his coworkers have extensively studied 
the order of cleavage of radicals from uasyaiaetricai organo-
mercury compounds by hydrogen chloride. Since a review of 
this work has been made recently (213), no extensive review 
will be given her©, it being sufficient to say that the 
radical v/hich was cleaved laore readily from a compound Ilk# 
ESgS* was considered to be the aiore "electronegative". On 
this basis Uiaraseh has set up his so-called "Slectronega-
tivity Series'* of organic radicals and has been able to 
correlate this series with data concerning several different 
kinds of reactions, fliere are also several cases where suoh 
correlation does not exist. order of cleavage of radicals 
SIS. H. L, Yablunky, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State Oolle^ , 
1940. 
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in astal-metal interGonTersions is one of these and is the 
only one which will be discussed as pertinent to this thesis. 
In the Kharasoh series, the order of decreasing '*eleotro-> 
negativity*' for the radicals examined in this work is as 
follws! o-tolyl) £»tolyl^  phenyl^  In the 
metal-aetal interconrersion reaction between tmsyaaaetrioal 
aM symetrical ccmpoiinds of lead and tin the order of de­
creasing ease of clea-rage was 2-ohlorophenyl >£-tolyl> phenyl^  
o-tolyl. This latter order is, except for the phenyl, the 
reverse of the foraer order. However, in siailar reactions 
with bismuth coapounds, tri-£-tolylbismuth is cleaved less 
rapidly than triphenylbiiauth (214), Apparently, in deter-
ainiag the order of cleavage of radicals from organoaetallie 
coiapotmds, factors other than the "electronegativity" of the 
radical are involved. Such variables as solubility, nature 
of the central atom holding the radicals, and the cleaving 
agent aay play important roles in deteraining such orders. 
Steric factors very probably play a part, as is seen in the 
low rate of interconversion of tetra-^ -tolyllead with ja-
butyllithiua and of dibenzylaercury and diphenylmeroury with 
;t^ butyllithlum. 
Various attempts have been made to detemine the relative 
reactivities of organoaetallic ccaapounds. "i^ hese attempts 
have been successful insofar as each is concerned, and sc^ e 
314* Unpublished studies by H. L. Tabltuiky. 
• 1X2 « 
suGoees has heea had in comparing various orders of reac­
tivity with each other. In most cases, however, exact 
correlation of one series with another is not possible. 
TOT example, if a series of organometaXlic compounds is 
arranged in the order of increasing rates of reaction of 
these compounds with some functional group, this series can 
be extended to other reactions only vdth caution and often­
times mist undergo extensive revision. General orders of 
reactivity usually hold and exceptions are laost often en­
countered when coaparing two cosipounds of almost equal 
reactivity. 
fhe determination of relative reactivities is soaetiaes 
mde difficult because of interfering side reactions. In 
fact, these side reactions my obscure the true reactivities 
of some cmpounds under consideration. 
In general, the organolithiua cOBaypounds have the rela­
tive .reactivities expected from the position of lithim in 
the periodic syste®. ©ley are less reactive than the corres­
ponding sodium cojapounds and more reactive than the corres­
ponding Grignard reagents (127, 128). This general order 
of reactivity has been well established by several investi­
gators and need not be considered further (112, 127, 128, 129, 
191, 207, 215). 
215. Qiliaan and Young, £. Ohem. Soc.. 57. 1121 (1935). 
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A oomparison of the relative reactivities of the organo-
lithiim compotinds themselves is not so easily made, for 
seTeral apparently anoitialous reactions are kno^sn. Before a 
general ccsaparison is sB.de it is necessary to suaaarize the 
relative reactivities in various kinds of reactions shown by 
these compotinds. 
The reaction wi th functional groups, like the carhonyl 
or nitrile, is so rapid under ordinary circ\irastances that no 
clean-cut series can be obtained with closely related com­
pounds. In other types of reaction, however, significant 
differences in reaction rates are often obtained, fhus, in 
aetalation reactions these differences can be estiimted by 
carbonation and isolation of the resulting acids. In this 
iaanner the order of decreasing reactivity of the isoiaeriQ 
butyllithium compounds toward dibenzofuran in petrolem ether 
heuB been found to be t;-butyl-> s-butyl-> iso-butyl* • n-
butyllithiusa (216), 
The relative reactivities of the organolithiua ooapounds 
in halogen-aetal interconversion have also been deteiained 
by measuring the aaounts of ^ -naphthoic acid produced from 
oc-broaionaphthaleiie following carbonation and hydrolyaia after 
various time periods. In ether solution the noriaal alkyl-
lithiua coEy)ouiids and phenyllithlua gave the folloviring order 
of deei^ asing reactivity as determined from the aaounts of 
216, Unpublished studies by 0. Baine. 
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e^ -naplithoic acid formed under comparable oondltioaa: n-
propyl^  ethyl > n-butyl^  n-arayl^  phenyl^  methyl. In 
petrolsm ethar the following order was obtained v/ith the 
alkyl oompounds (except methyllithium)s s-butyl> iso-propyl 
 ^_t-.butyl > n-butyl <• iao-butyl^  a-propyl. 
In metal-metal interoonverslon the order obtained with 
tetraphenyllead was: ethyl> n-propyl> a-butyl ">methyl > phenyl-
ethynyl. With tetra-^ -ohloropheayltln in ether the order 
was: a-butyl^methyl • phenyl, and in petroleiam ether: |h 
butyl " iso-butyl » s-butyl > t_-butyl. 
fhes© faeta may be used to predict the relative effeo-
tivaneaa of these oompounds in other related reaotions. The 
most powerful organolithium eoiapound for raetalation is t-
butyllithiuia. "Phat is, t-butyllithium will be found moat 
affectiTe for metalatiag; but, unfortunately, oan be used 
only in an inert solvent like p0tix)le«m ether. Its us© \slll 
thus be limited to those nuclei which give no laetalation 
with a-butyllithiuia in ether solution since this latter c<m-
pouad sistalates dibenzofuran in ether to a greater extent 
than does ^ -butyllithiuM in petroleum ethor in the saae 
length of time. e-Butyllithiusa is a better aatalating agent 
than n-butyllithium in petroleum ether and ia equaled in 
reactirity by iso-propyllithium* flie uses of these coapotmds 
for aetalations will be limited to those nuclei ^ ich are 
aetalated by these compounds in ether solution more rapidly 
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tiiaa the ether is cleaved by these coapounds. Studies now 
ia progress mm% he completed before this limitation vd.ll be 
clearly defined. In general, then, the relative reactivity 
in metalation decreases as the lithiim atm is attached to 
a tertiary, to a secondary and to a priiaary carbon atm, 
respectively. 
In halogen-metal interconversion the order of reactivity 
is not the sasie as that observed in metalatioli. Here the s*» 
butyl- and iso-propyllithiua are most effective with o(» 
broaoaaphthalene. This may be due, in part, to the greater 
reactivity of the J|;-butyl coopound in coupling reactions 
which always accoapany halogen-aetal interconversions to a 
greater or lesser extent (see page 78). 1%iis is another 
illustration of the difficulty of deterjaining relative reac­
tivities if^ en side reactions take place simultaneously with 
the desired reacticm. 
In metal-aetal interconversion the order of reactivity 
is the reverse of that expected from the Ilharasoh series 
with the exception of methyllithitaa which seems definitely 
©aoaaloua in nearly all its reactions* Many facts show this 
decidedly low reactivity of methylXithium* Aisaong these may 
be mentioned its preparation in good yield frcai methyl iodide, 
the lack of halogen-metal interconversion >fdth oc-broaonaph-
thalene, its slow cleavage of tetraphenyllead in ether solu­
tion, its stability in ether solution, and, finally, the low 
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yields of aetalatloG products obtained in many cases. This 
low reactirity faas soao distinct advantages, howovar. Methyl-
XltMum £ias proved to be an excellent reagent for metalating 
eo^ ounds containing bromine atoms {21S), and it £ias been 
used to effect monometalation of a compound where n-butyl<-> 
lithium gives dimetalation {E17). The failure of t-butyl-
lithium to uMergo oetal-aetal intereonversion vdth tetra>£« 
chlorophenyltin may be due to steric factors. With diphenyl-
mrcury aM dibenzylmereury th© extent of intereonversion was 
much less than that obtained with n-butyllithiua, fisher 
strengthening this explanation. 
gl?. S^apublished studies by C, G, Stuckwisch. 
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SUMMARY 
A review of tlie aheiaistry of tJie orgaaolithiua coia-
pounds has been mde* 
A study of the iiaportant factors affecting halogen-
metal Intercoaversioa has been carried out. 
A systematic study of motal-Ejetal interconrersion reac­
tions of organmetallic c(»apounds has been started and ground­
work for further study in this important field has been laid* 
A new organolithiiua coiapound, ^ butyllithiua, has been 
prepared, oempleting the series of saturated alkyllithium 
co^ ounds in which the lithium atoa is attached to a primary, 
secondary and tertiary carbon atom, respectively. 
More refined techniques for the preparation and manipu­
lation of alkyllithiua coi^ ounds have been developed. 
fhe relative reactivities of various organ^ w^tallic 
fi^ ounds in several types of reaction have been determined. 
